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ECOLOGICAL DATA: SHORT-FORM APPLICATION
REQUIREMENTS,
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o

(A) The applicant shall provide a summary of any studies which have been made by or
for the applicant of the ecological impact of the proposed facility.

(B) The applicant shall provide, for the site/route alternatives, map(s) of not less than
1:24,000 scale, including the area one thousand feet on each side of the transmission
line alignment, and the area within the immediate vicinity of a substation site, or
compressor station site, which map(s) shall include the following:

(1) The proposed transmission line alignments, including proposed turning points;

(2) The proposed substation or compressor station locations;

(3) All areas currently not developed for agricultural, residential, commercial,
industrial, institutional, or cultural purposes, including:

(a) Streams and drainage channels;

(b) Lakes, ponds, and reservoirs;

(c) Marshes, swamps, and other wetlands; and

(d) Woody and herbaceous vegetation land.

(4) Areas where herbicides may be applied.

(C) The applicant shall provide, for each of the site/route alternatives, a description of the
impact of facility construction and operation, including, but not limited to, the
following:

(1) An estimate in cubic yards--or meters--of the total amount of vegetation waste to
be generated and disposed of during construction of the proposed facility.

(2) Brief, but specific, descriptions of each of the areas depicted in paragraph
(B)(3) of this rule.

(3) The occurrence, or likelihood of occurrence, of major species defined as
follows:

"Major species" are those which are of commercial or recreational
value, species designated as endangered or threatened in accordance
with U,S, and Ohio rare and endangered species lists, and those that are
critical to the structure and function of ecosystem.

(4) Estimation of probable impact of construction of the proposed facility upon
areas listed under paragraph (B)(3) of this rule and species listed under
paragraph (C)(3) of this rule.
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(5) Estimation of probable impact of operation of the proposed facility upon areas
listed under paragraph (b)(3) of this rule and species listed under paragraph
(C)(3) of this rule.

(6) A description of mitigation procedures, including, but not limited to, the
following:

(a) Methods of disposal of vegetation waste described in paragraph (C)(l) of
this rule.

(b) Methods of construction and operation in problem areas identified in
paragraph (B)(3) of this rule.

(c) Other plans to mitigateecological impact.

(0) The applicant shall provide any other information which may be required in a
particular case to adequately describe other significant ecological impacts which were
not addressed above.

Case No. 86-1440-GE-BRO
Effective: March 20, 1987
Amended: October 10,1978
Rule amplifies: Chapter 4906., R.C.
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4906.15.11 ECOLOGICAL DATA

Section S1lIIlIlWY

This "Ecological Data" section of the application provides a summary of the studies that

have been made of the ecological impact of the proposed R~chel 138 kV Transmission Line

project. It is used by the OPSB as part of the determination of which route has the least

environmental impact. This section summarizes 'much of the detailed ecological

information that is presented in "Appendix to Section i4069., 15-11: Ecological Data"

referred to herein as "the Appendix." The Appendix is presented under separate cover and
I~,

includes the following Parts, as referenced throughout Sec~ion 4906-15-11:

Part I - Ecological Communities Assessment
I

Part II - Protected and High Interest Species Assessment

Part ill - Hydrological Assessment

Part N .;.Impact Assessment

The collected ecological data are presented in several Appendix maps, which are contained

in Volume 3 of this Application. The maps present information about streams, water

bodies, wetlands, woods, fields, plant and animal species, arid protected or otherwise

special interest plant and animal species. The research and field investigation described in
, i

the Appendix were designed to respond to the OPSB recotIlmendations for correction of the

Application described ill its letter dated August 25, 1995 from Chairman Craig A. Glazer.
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(A) Summary of Ecolo~cal Impact Studies

As part of the preparation of this application, an ~ological survey was conducted .

for the proposed preferred route and the proposed alternate route. The study area

for the ecological survey was based on the OPSB regulations, and focused on a

2,OOO-footwide corridor measuring 1,000 feet to each side of the centerline of each

proposed right-of-way (ROW). An area. encompassing the 2,000-foot corridors of

both proposed routes was defined as the project study area .. The ecological survey
"Ii

included field reconnaissance, office review of stereoscopic photographs and

reference literature, and discussions with state and federal agencies. Field
I

reconnaissances were used to document the occurrence of the endemic vegetation,

habitats, and wildlife within the study area and the ROWs of the proposed routes.
I~

To conduct the field studies, it was necessary to obtain accessto numerous private

properties. CEI was able to obtain the required access to approximately 50 percent

of the project study area and approximately 85 percent of the ROWs of the routes.

Properties for which access was not obtained for :w'ereviewed from public rights-

of-way and adjoining accessible properties; this was supplemented with review of
. i~

stereoscopic photography. Preliminary field reconnaissances were conducted on

September 1-2 and December 28, 1994, and May 10-11, 1995. A detailed field

investigation was conducted on October 19-Nove,mber 2, 1995. The field studies

were supplemented by relevant information obtllined from published reference
.) Ii

Ii

material and from the Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR) - Division of

Natural Areas and Preserves (DNAP), ODNR - Division of Wildlife (DOW); and
,

the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), incl,uding personal communications

with personnel from these agencies. Stereographic aerial photography of the

preferred and alternate routes, obtained. from Kucera International, Inc. (May

1994), was also used in the study.
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(B) Ecolo&Wa1 Features

The Location and Land Use Map (Figures 08-1A through 08-1e) was prepared at a

scale of 1:24,000 and shows the preferred and alternate routes, including 1,000 feet
"

on each side of each proposed transmission line centerline. An Ecological

Inventory Map, prepared at a scale of 1:6,000, 'depicts the specific ecological

features within the 1,00000footcorridor of the preferred and alternate routes. The

Ecological Inventory Map for the study area is included in Volume 3 as

Figures 1-3A to I-3D. These maps include the following features:

(1) Route Alie;nments. The proposed route alignments are presented for the

preferred and alternate routes on both the Location and Land Use Map and

the Ecological Inventory Map. These route alignments are summarized in

Section 4906-15-06 (A) (2).

(2) Substations. The proposed transmission line will originate at the proposed

Rachel Distribution Substation. Each proposed route will tap the existing

Mayfield-Ashtabula 138 kV Transmission Lines. The locations of these.
points are shown on both the Location' and Land Use Map and the

Ecological Inventory Map.

(3) , ,The Ecological Inventory Map depicts (as, requested by the OPSB review

comments) areaS currently not developed for agricultural, residential,

commercial, industrial,'institutional, or cultural purposes, including:

(a)
(b)

Streams and drainage channels
Lakes, ponds, and reservoirs
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(c)

(d)

Marshes, swamps, and other wetlarids
I'

Woody and herbaceous vegetation land.

(4) Areas Where Herbicides May Be Applied. Herbicides may be applied

within the ROW in areas where trees have been cut to retard new growth

from the stumps. The locations of herbicide applications will be determined

on a case-by-case basis, but in general may be applied in those areas that

will be cleared of woody vegetation,I'as indicated on Figure IV-I,

Environmental Impacts (Volume 3).

A number of herbicides and application methods may be used to control
,

incompatible plant species within the ROW. When prescribing herbicide

treatments, consideration will be given to the species to be controlled; its

size, density, and reproductive habits; the time of application and plant

susceptibility; and the location of crops and other sensitive areas.

Herbicides will be applied in compliance with State of Ohio regulations to,
,

minimize herbicide drift. Several methods of application may be used

within the proposed ROW. The four major application methods are foliage

applications, basal applications, cut s,urface treatments, and stump

applications.

The herbicides that will be used are anticipated to be low-volatile or

nonvolatile formulations. In addition, applicators licensed by the Ohio

Department of Agriculture will apply the herbicides.
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(C) Impacts of Construction and Operation

(1) Estimate of Vegetation Waste

The woody vegetation in the preferred and alternate route ROWs, as well as

on proposed access roads outside the ROWs, will be removed by selective

tree and brush clearing. This include,s wood,land, scrub-shrub, and

fencerow habitats. For the preferred roJte, approximately 27.2 acres of

woody vegetation will be cleared. This clearing and brush removal activity

will result in the generation of approximatcrly 544 cubic. yards of vegetation

debris.

Along the alternate route, approximately '27.7 acres of woody vegetation

will be cleared, generating approximately 554 cubic yards of vegetation

debris.

After clearing and construction activities have been completed, low-growing

shrubs and ground cover species should rapidly become reestablished
, .

within cleared portions of the transmission line ROW.

(2) Description of Environmental Elements

(a) Streams and oraina~e Channels. The surface water features within

the study area; including perennial streams, intermittent streams, and

drainage ditches (as per the OPSB review) are discussed in detail in

the Appendix, Part III, and are depicted on the Surface Water

Features Map (Figure III-I) in the :third volume of this Application.
Ii
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The streams of both ROWs function hydrologically to form
i

headwaters of the Cuyahoga River ,~othe south and the Grand River

to the north.

Generally, the northern quarter of the preferred route drains to Cutts

Creek and Jenks Creek, tributarie~ to Big Creek, which conflows

with the Grand River. The remainder of the preferred route drains

to both the East and West Branches of the Cuyahoga River. The

northern half of the alternate route drains to Aylworth Creek, a

tributary to Big Creek, and Bates C~ek, a tributary of Paines Creek.

Paines Creek and Big Creek are tributaries of the Grand River. The

southern half of the alternate route, drains to the East Branch of the

Cuyahoga River.

The study area is drained by sixteen major subbasins of the

aforementioned stream systems as shown on Figure 111-1 in the

Appendix. Subbasins 1 through 9 provide surface drainage for the

preferred route, and Subbasins I} 2, and 10 through 16 provide

surface drainage for the alternate route. These subbasins were

identified by locating all perennial and illtermittent channels at the

study area boundary as shown on U.S. Geological Survey 7-1/2

minute 'quadrangle maps for the area, or the nearest downstream

point that would capture ali contributing drainage areas within the

study area. Subbasin boundaries aild drainage areas to these points
. i

were then developed.
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Preferred Route

~i

Part III of the Appendix describes the nine subbasins of the

preferred route corridor in detail, including descriptions of stream

order, depth of water, stream gradient, flow rate, type of substrate,

height of stream bank, width of the surrounding vegetated zone,

dominant plant species of the veg~tated zone, associated wetlands,

type and extent of human"'induced disturbance, and state
['

o Ii

designations (as requested by the OPSB review comments). Part

III, Table 1 of the Appendix summarizes the hydrologic data on a

subbasin basis. A brief listing of the subbasins draining the corridor

of the preferred route follows.

Subbasin 1 drains approxitri,ately147 acres to the southeast
into the East Branch Reservoir, which discharges to the ~ast
Branch of the Cuyahoga River. Approximately 2,057 linear
feet of ftrst order perennial stream channel and 2,174 linear
feet of ditch are present. There are no intermittent channels
in Subbasin 1.

Subbasin 2 drains appr~ximately 1,874 acres to the
southeast into the East Branch of the Cuyahoga River.
Approximately 7,125 linear feet of ftrst order and 4,000
linear feet of second order perennial stream channel, and
29,149 linear feet of ditch provide surface drainage for
Subbasin 2. There are no intermittent channels in Subbasin
2.

Subbasin 3 drains approximately 4,770 acres towards the
southwest into an unnamed tributary of the WestBranch of
the Cuyahoga River. Approximately 8,308 linear feet of
second order perennial stream channel, 4,432 linear feet of
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intermittent channel, and 23;481 linear feet of ditch provide
surface drainage for Subbasin 3.

Subbasin 4 drains approximately 1,305 acres to the
11

southwest into an unnamed tributary of the West Branch of
the Cuyahoga River. Approximately 3,035 linear feet of
first order perennial strea~ channel, 1,041 linear feet of
intermittent channel and 31,372 linear feet of ditch provide

surface drainage for Subbasin 4.

Subbasin 5 drains approximately 392 acres to the northwest
into an unnamed tributary of Big Creek. Approximately
3,091 linear feet of intermittent stream channel and 3,836,

linear feet of ditch provide surface drainage for Subbasin 5.
"

There are no perennial ch~els in Subbasin 5.

Subbasin 6 consists of 1,167 acres which are drained by
Cutts Creek. Cutts Creek runs westerly through Subbasin 6
and conflows with Big Creek below the study area.
Approximately 2,707 linelll' feet of intermittent stream
channel and .16,279 linear feet of ditch provide surface
drainage for Subbasin 6. Th,ere are no perennial channels in

Subbasin 6.

Subbasin 7 drains approximately 38 acres to the east into
Jenks Creek. Approximately 2,164 linear feet of intermittent
stream channel and 1,480 linear feet of ditch provide surface
drainage for Subbasin 7. There are no perennial channels in

Subbasin 7.

I
Subbasin 8 drains approximately 64 acres to the northeast
into Jenks ~reek. Approximately 2,220 linear feet of
intermittent stream channel and 860 linear feet of ditch
provide surface drainage for Subbasin 8. There are no

perennial channels in Subbasin 8.
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Subbasin 9 drains approxirriately 131 acres to the north into
an unnamed tributary of Big'Creek. Approximately 31 linear

feet of intermittent stream channel and 10,488 linear feet of

ditch provide surface drainage for Subbasin 9. There are no
i

perennial channels in Subba.sin 9.

Alternate Route

Part ill of the Appendix describes the nine subbasins of the a.Iternate

route corridor in detail, including d~scriptions of stream order, depth
~ .

'of water, stream gradient, flow rate, type of substrate, height of

stream bank, width of the surrounding vegetated zone, dominant

plant species of the vegetated zone, associated wetlands, type and

extent of human-induced disturbance, and state designations (as
,

requested by the OPSB review comments). Part III, Table 2 of the

Appendix summarizes the hydrologic data on a subbasin basis. A

brief listing of the subbasins draining the corridor of the alternate

route follows.

Subbasin 1 and Subbasin 2, as previously described, drain

the southern section of the JIternate route.

Subbasin 10 drains approx~mately 73 acres to the southeast
into the East Branch of the Cuyahoga River.' Approximately
803 linear feet of fIrst order perennial stream channel and
1,264 linear feet of ditch provide surface drainage for
Subbasin 10. There are no intermittent channels in Subbasin

10.

Subbasin 11 drains approximately 386 acres to the southeast
into the East Branch of the Cuyahoga River. Approximately
2,897 linear feet of fIrst order perennia.I stream channel and
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154 linear feet of ditch jprovide surface drainage for
Subbasin 11. There are no intermittent channels in Subbasin

11.

Subbasin 12 drains approximately 232 acres to the southeast
"into the East Branch of the Cuyahoga River. Approximately

2,072 linear feet of first order perennial stream channel and

5,866 linear feet of ditch provide surface drainage for

Subbasin 12. There are no intermittent channels in Subbasin,,
12.

Subbasin 13 drains approximately 318 acres towards the
north into the Bates Creek. Approximately 6,616 linear feet
of fIrst order, and 2,000 linear feet of second order perennial
stream channel, and 6,96'6 linear feet of ditch provide

_ 'f

surface drainage for Subbasin 13. There are no intermittent

channels in Subbasin 13.

Subbasin 14 drains approximately 147 acres towards the
north into an unnamed tributary of Bates Creek.

. .
Approximately 137 linear feet of fIrst order perennial stream
channel, 2,074 linear feet of intermittent stream channel and

1,957 linear feet of ditch provide surface drainage for

Subbasin 14.

Subbasin 15 drains approximately 576 acres towards the

north into an unnamed tributary of Bates Creek.
Approximately 2,770 linear feet of intermittent stream and
7,309 linear feet of ditch, provide surface drainage for
Subbasin 15. No perennial channels area present with the

study area in Subbasin 15. "

Subbasin 16 drains approximately 1,077 acres to the
northeast into Aylworth C~~ek. Approximately 5,457 linear
feet 'of fIrst order and 6,000 linear feet of second order
perennial stream channeUand 16,846 linear feet of ditch
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provide surface drainage for Subbasin 16. There are no

intermittent channels in Subbasin 16.

(b) Lakes, Ponds, and Reservoirs. The only major reservoir or lake

within the study area is the East Branch Reservoir, which

encroaches on the eastern edge of the 2,000-foot corridor of both the

preferred and alternate routes between US 322 and Stillwell Road

(Figure 1-3A). This reservoir is not within the ROW of the routes.

Approximately 85 ponds are located within the study area, and

comprise small farm ponds, man-made ponds, natural ponds, and

eutrophic ponds as discussed in Appendix 1, Section 3.2, and as

depicted in Figure 1-3. Five such ponds are present within the ROW

of the preferred and alternate routes 'as discussed below.

Preferred. Route

Three ponds, totaling approximately 0.2 acre, are located within the

ROW of the preferred route (Figure IV -1) as described below.

Pond Type

Mixed Emergent Marsh (IIA3B)
Farm Pond/Artificial Pond (lID 1)

Alternate Route

Number

1
2

Two farm pond/artificial ponds, totaling approximately 0.1 acre, are

located within the ROW of the alternate route (Figure IV-I).
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(c) Marshes. Swamps. and Other Wetlands. Wetlands are defined as

those areas that are inundated or 'saturated by surface or ground

water at a frequency and duratio~ sufficient to support, and th~lt

under nonnal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation

(hydrophytic) typically adapted for life in saturated (hydric) soil

conditions. To identify whether wetlands exist on or adjacent to the

ROW of each proposed route criteria established by the U.S. Anny

Corps of Engineers (COE) Manual for Identifying and Delineation

of Jurisdictional Wetlands (1987) were used. A desktop study and

site reconnaissance of soils, hydrology, and vegetation within the

study area was conducted. In addition, USFWS, National Wetland

Inventory(NWI) maps, ODNR Ohio Wetland Inventory maps, and

the U.S. Department of Agriculture - Soil Conservation Service

(SCS) soil survey and hydric soil list for Geauga County, Ohio

were reviewed for the proposed routes.

The wetland communities within the study area are discussed in

detail in the Appendix to Section 4906-15-11, Part I, Sections 3.2
;

and 3.5, and are depicted in Figures III-3A to III-3D. Figures IV-I

and IV-2 show the wetlands communities within the ROWs, and

include a station measurement syst~m, graduated in 100-foot

increments, for identifying the position of wetlands.

Approximately 24 percent of the study area has been identified as

waters or wetlands on the basis of ecological function. These areas.

have been mapped as riverine, lacustrine and palustrine systems.
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Many of these areas are also likely to be classifiable as regulated,

jurisdictional waters. Some area~, such as flood plains, are not

categorically definable as jurisdicti~>nal under present identification

methodologiesl. Alternatively, some areas identified within the

terrestrial system may contain small areas that satisfy jurisdictional

wetland delineation criteria. Small areas, such as vernal pools in

larger terrestrial systems and isolated upland islands within larger

wetlands systems, are unimportant to the scale of ecological

community investigation and c1as~ification conducted during this

study.

Thus, while the ecological characterization and mapping define

many of the areas identifiable:as wetlands, the mapping of

communities does not represent a jurisdictional wetlands delineation.

Upon obtaining a certificate of environmental compatibility and

public need from the OPSB for ,the selected route, a wetlands

delineation will be conducted in order to proceed with the wetland

permitting activities to meet the requirements oithe COE.

Wetland communities were systematically defmed for the purpose of

this ecological survey with general: adherence to the Reschke (1990)

interpretation of the Heritage Operations Manual (TNC, 1982). The

1 Using methods from the COE (1987), most floodplains do not satisfy the wetland hydrology criteria;
Similarly, the National Academy of Science Committee on the Characterization of Wetlands (1995),
fmds no scien~fically defensible basis for categorically defining floodplains as wetlands. The Academy
however recommends that these areas might be the subject of legitimate regulation in order to protect
their clearly definable water quality and flood control functions.
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systematic community characterizations by Cowardin ~t. al. (1979)

and Driscoll et. al. (1984) were also, applied.

Wetlands were classified by the substrate, hydroperiod, and type of

biotic communities supported. These wetland communities vary in

species composition from site to site, but tend to form into more or

less repetitive structural units on a landscape level, in

correspondence with climatic, hydrological, soil and human activity

factors. Seventeen wetland systems were identified within the study
['

area, as summarized below with approximate acreages:
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Of the 1,048 acres of wetlands within the study area, approximately

676 acres exist within the 2,OOO-footcorridor of the preferred route.

Wetlands within the 2,OOO-footcorridor of the alternate route total

approximately 482 acres. These wetlands within the ROWs of the

two routes are depicted on Figures IV-1 and IV -2. The following

table summarizes the approximate 'number and acreage of wetlands

crossed by the ROW of each of the ;proposed routes.

Wetlands Existing New ROW
Proposed Route Crossed Crossings Crossings Acreage

Preferred 60 :35 25 14.0
Alternate 41 6 35 9.0

Preferred Route

The preferred route crosses a tot~l of 60 individual segments of

wetlands. Of these crossings, 35; are along the abandoned B&O

Railroad grade, while 25 are: new crossings. A total of

approximately 14.0 acres of wetlands exist within the ROW. The

wetland system types, and corresponding acreage of each, are:

Wetland System

Floating-leaved Marsh (IIA3A)
Mixed Emergent Marsh (IIA3B)
Farm Pond!Artificial Pond (lIB I)
Mixed Shallow Emergent Marsh (IlIA1)
Mixed Shrub Swamp (illA3)
Tall Shrub Bog (IIIB2) ;1

Mixed Floodplain Forest (Inc 1)
Mixed Swamp Forest (IIIC3)
Successional Hardwood Swamp (IIIC4)

Acreage

0.2
0.3
0.2
1.0
2.9
0.2
3.9
3.0
2.3
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Alternate Route

The alternate route crosses a tot~l of 41 individual segments of
:i

wetlands. Of these crossings, 6i.are along the abandoned B&O

Railroad grade, while 35 are new crossings. A total of

approximately 9.0 acres of wetlands exist within the ROW. The

wetland system types, and corresponding acreage of each, are:

Wet/and System

Farm Pond/Artificial Pond (lIB 1)
Mixed Shallow Emergent Marsh (1ilA1)
Cattail Marsh (llIA2)
Mixed Shrub Swamp (ITIA3)
Mixed Floodplain Forest (IITC1)
Maple-Ash Swamp (IITC2)
Mixed Swamp Forest (lITC3)
Successional Hardwood Swamp (IIIC4)

Acreage

0.1
2.0
0.1
1.2
1.2
0.4
2.0
2.0

(d) Woody and Herbaceous Ve~etation Land. A variety of woody and

herbaceous lands, as indicated below, are present within the 2,000-

foot corridors of the proposed routes. The. terrestrial communities

within the study area are discusse~ in detail in the Appendix, Part I,

Sections 3.4 and 3.5, and are depicted on Figures ITI-3A to III-3D.

Figures IV-1 and IV-2 show the terrestIi.iP communities within the

ROWs.

For open upland communities, the discussion includes the plant

community type, dominant species, percent cover of dominants,

approximate acreage, approximate affected acreage, and type and

extent of human-induced disturbance (as per the OPSB review).

The discussion Of forested uplands includes the site index, dominant
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species in the canopy and under,story, age class of dominants,

approximate acreage, approximate affected acreage, and type and

extent of human-induced disturbance (as requested by the OPSB

review comments). The following table summarizes the

approximate number and acreage of terrestrial systems (a) within the

study area and (b) crossed by the;:ROWs of each of the proposed

routes.

Terrestrial System

Open Uplands (IVA)
Forested Uplands (IVB)
Terrestrial Cultural (IVC)

Preferred Route

Study
Area
(acres)

,!

469
1162
1662

ROW
Priferred
Route
(acres)

9.8
16.5
15.8

ROW
Altemate
Route
(acres)

8.0
22.3
32.8

The preferred route ROW crosses:approximately 9.8 acres of open

uplands, 16.5 acres of forested uplands, and 15.8 acres of terrestrial

cultural lands. The terrestrial systems within the ROW of the

preferred route are presented below by community type:

Terrestrial System Acreage

Successional Old Field (IVAI) 1.4
Successional Shrub Lands (IVA2) 8.4
Oak Maple Tuliptree Forest' (IVB 1) 0.6
Beech Sugar Maple Forest (IVB3) 9.3
Maple Beech Basswood Forest (IVB6A) 1.7
Sassafras-locust-cherry Forest (IVB6B) 4.4
Aspen Forest (IVB6C) , 0.5
Field and Row Crops (lVGl) 5.7
Pasture Land (IVC2) 1.3
Conifer Plantation Windbreak (IVC4) 1.1
Mowed and Maintained Lands (IVC5) 0.8
Brushy Cleared Lands/ Clear-cut (IVC6) 2.5
Residential Landscapes and Farmsteads (IVC7) 1.9
Commercial and Industrial Landscapes (IVC8) 2.5
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Alternate Route

The alternate route ROW crosses ~pproximately 8.0 acres of open

uplands, 22.3 acres of forested uplands, and 32.8 acres of terrestrial

cultural lands. The terrestrial systems within the ROW of the

alternate route are presented below by connnunity type:

Te"estrial System

Successional Old Field (IVAI)
Successional Shrub Lands (IVA2)
Beech Sugar Maple Forest (IVB3)
Mixed Disturbed Forest (IVB4)
Maple Beech Basswood Forest (IVB6A)
Sassafras-locust-cherry Forest (IVB6B)
Aspen Forest (IVB6C);-
Field and Row Crops (IVCl)
Pasture Land (IVC2)
Conifer Plantation Windbreak (lVC4)
Brushy Cleared Landsl Clear-cut (IVC6)
Residential Landscapes and Farmsteads (IVC7)
Connnercial and Industrial Landscapes (IVC8)

(3) Description of Major Species

Acreage _

5.6
2.4
12.3
1.4
4.2
3.8
0.6
22.9
2.8
1.2
0.2
3.0
2.7

The preferred and alternate routes are located in areas of suitable habitat for

several major wildlife species. The study area consisted of alternating open

fields, forested uplands, wetlands, and scrub-shrub communities as

discussed above. These communities provide habitat for a variety of

perching and predatory birds as well as a diversity of mannnais. The

wildlife species observed within or expe~ted to occupy the study area are

discussed in detail in the Appendix, Part I, Section 4.2. The following
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descriptions of major species observed ~ithin or expected to inhabit the

study area pertain to suitable habitat within the proposed routes.

(a) Commercial Species. The commerCially important species along the

proposed routes include those hunted or trapped for fur or other

byproducts.

Muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus) - The muskrat is abundant througho,ut
Ohio and prefers areas near intermittent streams, drainage courses,

I

.and farm ponds. It is the most extensively trapped fur-bearer in the
State of Ohio. This species is expected to inhabit the study area but

was not observed.

Red fox (Yu{pes vu{pes) - The reel,fox occurs throughout Ohio and
is most prevalent in areas of maximum interspersion of woodland
and agricultural lands. This speci~s is expected to inhabit the study

area but was not observed.

Raccoon (procyon [otor) - The raccoon is abundant and widespread

in Ohio, even in many suburb~n areas. Raccoons are found
principally around aquatic and w90dland habitats, with occasional

forages into croplands. This spbcies was observed in the study

area.

Striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis) - The skunk prefers a semi-open
t

habitat of mixed woods, brush, faimland, open grassland, and small

caves in proximity to water. Thesemanuilals are common statewide.
Indications of this species were fo~d in the study area.

Beaver (Castor canadensis) - The beaver is found throughout the
state of Ohio in areas adjacent to rivers, lakes, streams, or marshes,

!

where they construct dams that incorporate a lodge. This species'
presence was noted through indications and direct observation in the

study area.
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Lon~-tailed weasel (Mustela frenata) - The long-tailed weasel is
found throughout the state of Ohio ,in areas adjacent to rivers, lakes,
streams, or marshes, where they feed on small mammals. This
species is expected to.inhabit the study area but was not observed.

(b) Recreational Species. Suitable habitat for recreationally important

species are present within the study are~. Recreational species

include those hunted or fished as game.

,
Cottontail rabbit (Sylyilagus floridanus) - The cottontail rabbit is
Ohio's number one game species ..' It is abundant in. both rural and
urban areas and prefers field borde~s, brushy areas, and thickets that

I; •

occur in the study area. This species was observed in the study

area.

Woodchuck (Marmota monax) - The wOodchuck or groundhog is a
common ground squirrel found thr,oughout Ohio. It prefers sloped
areas at .the fringe of wooded and open areas. Indications of this

species were found in the study area.

Gray. red. and fox squirrels - These tree squirrel species occur
throughout the State of Ohio. The fox squirrel (Sciurus niger) is
primarily an inhabitant of small, typically isolated woodlots.

Indications of this species were observed in the study area. The
gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) and red squirrel (Tamiasurius

hudsonicus) prefer more extensive woodland areas. The species
were observed in the study area.

Opossum (Didelphis virginiana) ;;The opossum's preferred habitat
is farmland, especially wooded. pastures adjacent to woodland

"

streams and ponds. This species' is expected to inhabit the study

area but was not observed.
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White-tailed deer (Qdocoileus virginianus) - White-tailed deer occur
throughout Ohio. Deer prefer wooded areas with occasional
foraging into croplands. This species was observed in the study

area.

I

Wood duck (AU sponsa) - The wood duck inhabits wooded rivers,..
ponds, and swamps. This species was observed in the study area.

Mallard duck (Anan platyrhynchos) - The mallard duck prefers
ponds, lakes, and marshes, but can be found on almost any water
body. This species was observed ir the study area.

Ruddy duck (OJ:yura jamicensis)7 The ruddy duck prefers ponds,
marshy lakes, and marshes. This ~pecies is expected to inhabit the

study area but was not observed.

American black duck (Anan rubripes) - The American black duck
inhabits ponds, lakes, and streams. This species is expected to

inhabit the study area but was not observed.

Ruffed w>use (Bonasa umbel/us) - The ruffed grouse inhabits

deciduous forests with clearings. It can also be found in abandoned
pastures and farmlands. This species is expected to inhabit the

study area but was not observed.'

Wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) '- The wild turkey can be found in
deciduous forests and open woodlands with clearings. This species

is expected to inhabit the study are~ but was not observed.

Rin~-necked pheasant (PhasianJs colchicus) - The ring-necked
pheasant inhabits pastures and farriuands, and can be found near the
edges of woodlands and brushy areas. This species is expected to
inhabit the study area but was not observed.
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The following game fish are alS? anticipated to inhabit rivers,

ponds, and streams within the study area:

Northern pike (Esox lucius)

Smallmouth bass (Micropterus dol{)mieu)

Largemouth bass (Micropterus sal~ides)

Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)

Yellow perch (Percaflavescens)

Brown trout (Salmo trlara)

Brook trout (Salvelinus jontinalis):

Chain pickerel (Esox niger)

(c) Protected Species. Correspondence with theUSFWS and ODNR-

DNAP and ODNR-DOW indicateci that the study area is within the

range of a number of species that ll!e on federal and/or state lists of

threatened or endangered species, or are of high interest. A detailed

assessment (as requested by the OPSB review comments) of such

species within the study area is inCluded in the Appendix, Part II,

Section 4.2, and is summarized be~~w.

Protected Plants

No plants on the federal list of endangered or threatened species

were found in the study area during the ecological survey. Several

plants on Ohio's lists of endanger~ and threatened or potentially

threatened species were observed in the study area during the

ecological survey~ These are described below.

Bushy aster (Aster durnosus) - This member of the Aster family is
considered as threatened by the State of Ohio. The bushy aster
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typically is a resident of dry to wet open sites on clay soils. Both
the bushy aster and the small white aster bloom from August to
October. The bushy aster may occur throughout the study area.
However, the late season conditions present during the ecological
survey made identification uncertaiIl. Specimens identified as bushy

,r

aster during the survey may actually be the small white aster (A.
vimineus var. subdamosus). For the purpose of this ecological
study, as a worst-case scenario, all,asters suspected as being either
the bushy aster or the small white aster were assumed to be the
threatened bushy aster. Within the study area, this species may have

been found in the ROWs of both proposed routes.

Balsam pwlar (pQPulus balsamifera) - This large tree, in the Willow
family, is considered as threatened by the State of Ohio. Balsam

poplar is typically found in moist or dry soils along streams and
lakes. While the tree was not observed, one twig from this species
was found in the alternate route of the study area near plot AHC-23.
Balsam poplar has been recorded 'as being present at the western

• ,J
edge of the 2,000-foot comdor of the preferred route north of

Chardon-Windsor Road by ODNR-DNAP.

Water pennywort (Hydrocotyle americana) - This slender, creeping

herb is state listed as potentially threatened. This plant is typically
found along stream banks, on marshy ground, and in rich w.oods.

This plant was observed within the ROW of the preferred roUte in
plot PHC-18.

Baltic rush Uuncus balticus) - This state potentially threatened
species is typically found in fens and wet ditches, and is associated
with calcareous habitats. This species was observed within the

"2,OOO-footcorridor of preferred route outside the ROW in plot PTD-
!

19.

ICanada buffalolJen:y (She.pherdia canadensis) - This species is state
listed as potentially threatened. Canada buffaloberry typically is
found on calcareous rocks and banks. Canada buffaloberry was
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i

observed in plot PTD-3 located within the 2,OOO-footcorridor, but

not in the ROW of the preferred route.

Northern honeysuckle (Lonicera vi/losa) - This low shrub is listed

as state presumed extirpated. It is most common in well drained-
. ' !!

sites in full sun. Northern honeysuckle flowers from May to June;

and produces fruit from June to Jrtly. The northern honeysuckle is
vegetatively similar to other Ohio native honeysuckle shrubs, and
may only be conclusively identified using flowering or fruiting
branches, which were absent at the time of observation. For the
purpose of this ecological stud~, as a worst-case scenario, all
honeysuckles suspected as being:the northern honeysuckle were
recorded as such. This species may have been observed both in and
out of the ROW of the preferred ioute. Additionally, the northern
honeysuckle may have been obse,rvedat plot AHC-14 within the
2,OOO-footcorridor of the alternate route but outside the ROW.

The following plants were record~ by the ODNR-DNAP as being

in or adjacent to the study area. However, these species were not

found in the study area during the field investigations.

Cla:win~-leaved do~bane (Apocyn~ sibiri cum ) - This herb species
is state listed as endangered. It is found along streams, and was
recorded near the abandoned B&O railroad grade west of Claridon-

Troy Road in the preferred corridor.

Racemed milkwort (Polygata polygama ) - This herh species is state
listed as threatened. It is found in dry sandy woods and openings,
and was recorded near the aband<:medB&O railroad grade west of
Claridon-Troy Road in the preferred corridor .

.Butternut Uuglans cinera) - This tree species is state listed as
potentially threatened, and is a potential candidate for federal listing.

It is typically found in rich or rocky woods. This species was not
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!
found in the study area, but was recorded in an area south of the

!

preferred corridor along Claridon-'J;:roy Road.

Tall manna:'~ass (G/yceria grandis) - This herb species is state

listed as potentially threatened. Tall manna-grass normally occurs
on the banks of streams, marshes,: and wet places. This plant was
recorded near the abandoned B&O railroad grade west of Claridon-
Troy Road in'the preferred corridor.

Protected Animals

No animals considered endangerbd or threatened by the State of

Ohio or the federal government were observed in the. study area

during the ecological survey.

Many of the protected or high interest animal species found in Ohio
I

are not e?<-pectedto inhabit the study area because the area either does
,1

not provide any or enough suitab1<~'habitator it is out of the range of

such species.

The federal and state threatened or endangered species potentially

present in the study area during any,portion of the year are described

below (as per the OPSB review). ,However, it should be noted that

while preferred habitats for some of these species are available in the

study area, these habitats are limited. None of the animal species

discussed below was recorded by Ieither the USFWS or the ODNR

as inhabiting the study area.
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Bald eagle Ufaliaeerus leucoceplihlus) - The federal government
considers bald eagles to be a thi~atened species. They inhabit
forests near rivers and lakes and prefer to nest in tall trees near open

If

water. They generally feed on fish, which they sometimes steal
,I~

.from other predators, but they al~o feed on small mammals and
carrion if readily available.

American bittern (Baraurus lebtiginosus) - This state-listed
!1

endangered bird is found in freshwater marshes, bogs, and wet
meadows among tall marsh plan~s. They feed in marshes and
meadows along shallow ponds e~~ingfrogs, small eels, suckers,
killifish, small snakes, crayfish, salamanders and insects. These

- !i

birds have been reported in the project vicinity at the Mentor Marsh
State Nature Preserve.

Barn owl (Tyro alba) - Barn gwls are considered to be an
endangered species by the State of::Ohio. They prefer a wide range
of habitats, including grasslands, ~arshes, deserts and residential
and urban areas. The barn owl fOtageson mammals up to the size

I'

of a snow shoe hare and will sometimes forage on birds if preferred
prey is not readily available.

Bewick's wren (Thryowanes bewickii) - The State of Ohio
\

considers the Bewick's wren to [be arr endangered species. It
inhabits open areas, shrubby wOO:ds,thickets, and brush piles in
agricultural areas. These wrens m;eoften found near streams, and
prefer to forage on insects and spiders.

i'-'

.. f
Canada warbler (Wi/sonia canadensis) - Canada warblers,

,i
considered by Ohio to be endanger~, prefer to inhabit moist, nearly
mature woodlands with dense undergrowth. They forage primarily
on flying insects but also ingest spiders and insect larvae.
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Dark-.eyed junco (Junco hyemalis) - The dark-eyed junco is
considered to be an endangered bird by the State of Ohio. They are
usually found in open woodlands and clearings, and winters in
fields and roadside thickets. Their main forage consists of seeds, .

!{

insects and berries.

Golden-winged warbler (VermiyorQ chrysovtera) - Ohio considered
golden-winged warbler to be endCl!lgered. It inhabits open brushy
areas, thickets and abandoned fields. Insects are the major source of

food.

Hermit thrush (Catharus ~uttatus) ~The hermit thrush is considered
to be an endangered species by the State of Ohio. It can be found in

deciduous and coniferous woodlan~s, bogs and pine barrens. Food
consists of insects, spiders, earthworms and fruit.

King rail mal/us ele~ans) - This species is state-listed as

endangered .. King rails are found;in a variety ~f habitats such as

shrub-like swamps and upland fields near marshes. They eat small
fish, frogs, grasshoppers, crickets, and seeds of aquatic plants or
weeds. King rails have been observed at the Mentor Marsh State
Nature Preserve near the corridors.

Lark sParrow (ChaMestes ~ramrmicus)- Lark sparrows, considered
by Phio tobe endangered, can be:found in dry open country with

scattered trees and bushes, includiIlg orchards. They feed on seeds

and insects.

Least bittern ([xobrychus exilis) - These state-endangered birds are
!!

common but shy birds that are usually hidden in tall cattail~ and
sedges in fresh water marshes. Thby eat small fish, frogs, tadpoles,
salamanders, leeches, slugs, cra~fish and occasionally shrews,.
mice, dragonflies and various aquatic insects. They prefer cattail
marshes but may be found in any freshwater area with dense plant
cover. They have been known to ,nest in marsh remnants in urban
. areas until the wetfand is completely filled in. Least bitterns have
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been observed at Mentor Marsh State Nature Preserve and at Holden

Arboretum both near Mentor. In ad~tion, they have been reported a
lot less frequently at River Park on the Cuyahoga River in Geauga

County.

Lo~~erhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) - The loggerhead shrike is
considered to be of special interest by the federal government. It
summers throughout the northern U.S. in grasslands, orchards and
open areas with scattered trees. Research suggests that each

breeding pair requires 25 acres for nesting. They also require
j

thorny bushes to feed on prey. Since they prefer minimal human
presence, their habitat is limited. Food items include insects, mice

and small birds.

Northern harrier (Circus Q'aneus) - These state-endangered birds are
found in wet meadows and marshes. They eat mice, rats, frog.s,

small snakes, lizards and small birds.

Sed~e wren (Cistothorus vlatensis) - These state-endangered birds

are found in wet meadows and sefIges with scattered shrubs with
little water or only damp ground. They are rarely found near canails.
They eat a variety of insects and some spiders.

Winter wren (Troglodytes troglodytes) - These state-endangered
wrens are found in coniferous forests and thickets and eats insects.
They nest in uprooted tree roots of other impeneirable places. They
are also found in brush heaps and wood piles. Winter wrens are
rare but have been seen in Hell's Hollow Reserve in Leroy township

in Lake County.

Upland sandpiper <Bartramia loneicauda) - Ohio considers the
upland sandpiper to be threatened within the state. They are found

. j

in grasslands, hayfields, and other ~pen areas.

,
Yellow-bellied sapsucker (Sphyrapicus varius) • Yellow-bellied
sapsuckers are considered by Ohiq to be endangered. They inhabit
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young, open deciduous or mixed forests with clearings. During

migration, they may inhabit gardens and .yards. They forage on a
variety of tree and shrub species where they find sap, insects and

berries.

Cattle em;t (Bubukus ibis) - Cattle egrets are state special interest

species often found with livestock,:feeding on dry or moist ground
catching insects flushed from the grass. They feed on insects and

vertebrate animals in fields and pastures away from water. They
also eat earthworms, grasshoppers, crickets, leopard and cricket
frogs and some toads. They have been observed in nearby Waite

.Hill in Lake County.

COmmon snipe (Gafflnago gafflnago) - These birds are state special
interest species found in wet pastures and meadows, boggy edges of .
marshes and small streams. They feed in soft mud and eat worms,

aquatic insects, crustaceans and seeds of sedges, grasses.

Double-crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax aurirus) - This species is
. ,.

state listed as a special interest bird. These fairly common summer
visitors are found around fresh water lakes and rivers where fish are
plentiful. They feed on perch, sticklebacks, carp, and sunfish along

with salamanders and crustaceans; The Cuyahoga River is good

potential habitat for this species.

Sharp-shinned hawk (Accipiter striatus) - These state-listed special
interest birds are usually found in large remote woods. Their
wintering range includes the study area but historically they are.

infrequent migrants and infreque'nt in both summer and winter
seasons. These hawks have been i'seen nesting at the Penitentiary

:1

Glen Park and Nature Center in Lake County. They are known for
"

eating small songbirds in deep woods.

Sora (Porzana carolina) - This species is state-listed as a special
interest bird. Soras nest in dense growths of cattails, reeds or
almost any small freshwater marsh, bog or part of a bog along a

. ,
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river or pond. They are also found,'in wet grassy meadows. They
eat small mollusks, aquatic insects ~d seeds of sedges. Soras have

[I

historically been observed in the' Mentor Marsh State Nature
Preserve near the corridors. They also have been noted in the River

)'

Park on the Cuyahoga River in Geauga County.

Yireinia rail (Rallus limicola). - Thfse infrequent migrants nest in
freshwater marshes and are state-li~ted as special interest species.

r;

They are summer residents of northern Ohio but winter occurrences
'j

are accidental. They eat insects, mbllusks, small fish, some seeds
.. - [(

and aquatic vegetation. They have Deen observed historically in the

Mentor Marsh State Nature Preserve:

AmphibianS

Blue-spotted salamander (Ambystorrla laterale) - Ohio considers the
blue-spotted salamander to be an endangered species. Found in
deciduous forests with swamps, pools and slow streams, they breed

in ponds during March and April.

jl

Four-toed salamander (Hemidactylium scutatum) - The four-toed

salamander is state special inter~st species usually inhabiting
wooded or open areas adjacent to sphagnum bogs, swamps, quiets
pools and larch meadows. Food consists of small arthropods.

Re.ptiles

~ Blanding's turtle (Emydoidea blandingO - The federal government
considers :Blanding's turtles to be of special interest. They inhabit
ponds, marshes and creeks with soft bottoms and dense aquatic
vegetation. Blanding's turtles are v~hr tolerant of cold temperatures.

J

Kirtland's snake (Clonaphis kirtlandi) - Kirtland's snakes are also

considered by the federal government to be of special interest. This
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species is found in the vicinity of wbt meadows, open swamplands,
and woodland ponds. Their main diet consists of earthworms and

slugs.

. . .
Eastern massasauga (Sistrums c. catenatus) - This species is state-
listed as special interest and is a potential candidate for federal

protection. These snakes are foun~ in sphagnum bogs, swamps,
marshland and flood plains and dry woodlands. Food consists of

i{

small mammals and birds. !

Spotted turtle (Clernmys guuata) - The spotted turtle is state-listed as

. a special interest species found in' marshy meadows~ fields, wet
woodlands, boggy areas, beaver ponds and shallow muddy-

bottomed streams.

Fishes

The following fish species have the potential for occurring in the
i

waters within the corridors due to the corridors' location within the

animals' normal range and the suitable habitat provided.

. Blackchin shiner (NotrQpis heterodon) - Blackchin shiner are state-

listed endangered species found in P?Ols and slow runs of creeks

. and small rivers containing a sandy substrate .
.'

Blacknose shiner CNotroDis heterolepis) - These state-endangered
species are found in clear vegetated lakes and pools of creeks ~d
small rivers and prefer a sandy substrate.

Channel darter lPercina capelandi) ~These state-endangered fish are
found in pools and margins of riffles of small to medium rivers

having a sandy or gravelly bottom.
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Northern brook lamprey (Jchthyo~zon fossor) - This is a state-
endangered nonparasitic lamprey:which is found in clean clear
gravel riffles and runs of small rivers. The ammocoetes. occupy
quiet waters over sand, silt and debris. This lamprey is common in .
its range; however, the study area is located on the western edge of
an isolated population ranging front northeast Ohio to western New
York. This may cause the species to be less common in the study
area.

Pulmose minnow (Opsopoeodus emiliae) - These state-endangered
fish are common, but their numbers are dropping in parts of their
range which includes most of Ohio. They are found in clear to
turbid vegetated lakes, swamps, oJ{bowsand a wide size range of
sluggish streams.

Spotted ~ar (Lepisosteus ocuIatus) -::Thisstate-endangered species is
- • :1

common in its range which includes the corridors. It is found in
quiet backwaters and clear pools Of lowland creeks and small to
large rivers.

Western banded. killifish (Fundulus diaphanus menona) - These
state-endangered fish are found in shallow, quiet margins of lakes,
ponds, and sluggish streams, usually over sand or mud,.often near
vegetation.

Bimwuth shiner (NotrQpis dorsalis) - These state-threatenedspecies
are found in shallow sandy and silty runs and pools of headwaters
and creeks. There is one small isolated population of these fish in
northern Ohio just west of Cleveland. An occurrence in the study
area is possible but unlikely.

Silver lamprey (Jchthyomyzon uniCu~pis) - The adults of this state-
threatened species may inhabit the corridors during spawning
migration where they prefer gravel riffles and runs while the
ammocoetes inhabit sandy or muddy pools and backwaters.
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Brook trout (Salve linus (ontinalisJ - This state special interest trout

is common in its range; however, the corridors are located nearthe

limits of this range. It is found in clear, cool, well-oxygenated
creeks and small to medium rivers:: This species may be found in

the Cuyahoga River.

Eastern sand darter (Ammocagta p'ellucida) - This species is state-

listed as special interest, and is a potential candidate for federal
protection. These fish are found in sandy tuns of small to medium
rivers, usually in water greater than two feet deep. This species may
be found in the Cuyahoga River andiits major tributaries.

Great Lakes. muskellunKe (EsQxm. masQuinongyJ - This state
special interest fish is found in quiet pools and backwaters of creeks, .

and small to large rivers. -The muskellunge may be found in the

Cuyahoga River.

Iowa darter (Etheostoma exile) - These state special interest fish are
found in vegetated lakes, pools of headwaters, creeks, and small to
medium rivers, and may be foundiin the Cuyahoga River and its

major tributaries.

Spoonhead sculpin (Conus ricei) - This state special interest species
I

is common in swift creeks and small to medium rivers, and may be

found in the Cuyahoga River and its major tributaries.

Mannnals

. :1. . .
the following mammals may poteq,tially occur in the corridors due

I'

to the corridors' location within the animals' normal range as well as

the suitable habitat provided.

Riyer otter (Lutra canadensis) - Populations of the state-endangered
river otter in Ohio are due to reintroduction. They are found in
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wooded areas usually along rivers bd ponds although they can be
found far from water. The Cuyahoga River and its main tributaries

"may provide suitable habitat. The~!feed on fish, muskrats, aquatic
birds, turtles and frogs.

.. '. ~Ennine Wustela eaninea) - The state-listedspecial interest ermine is
found in open woodlands, brushy areas and farmlands. It forages

~rl
.on mice, shrews, birds and baby rabbits. Habitat and food are
plentiful in the corridors.

Southern red-backed yole (Clethrionomys gemperi) - Red-backed
voles are state special interest speJies found in:cool damp forests
usually with a high canopy coverag~. They forage under deadfall in
moss.

Woodland jumpin&mouse (Napaeozemus insignis) - These state
special interest species are found in coniferous and hardwood
forests with cool moist environm~nts. They prefer dense, green
vegetation. The study area is located on the edge of their normal
range but their occurrencewould not be unexpected.

Indiana bat (Myotis sodUs) - The ::Indianabat, considered by the
'i

federal government and the State of Ohio to be an endangered
!:-

species, is a possible inhabitant of Geauga and Lake Counties. This
bat, is a migratory species, wint~,ring in a few limestone cave
hibemaculaprincipally located in I{entucky and Missouri. Summer

I.

roosting and foraging areas are "typically further north in the
glaciated regions of Indiana, Illinofs, and Ohio. Males and gravid
females generally arrive in northern regions inJuly, and remain until

- .. t .
October. The bat typically roosts under the exfoliating (loose) bark
of live or dead trees of various rough-barked tree species. The 8 to
lO-inch size classes of several species of hickory (Carya spp.), oak

Ii .

(Quercus. spp.), ash (Fraxinus spp.), and elm (Ulmus spp.) are
utilized in live form. These tree s~ecies and many others may be
used when dead,' if there are adequately sized patches of loosely-
adhering batk or open cavities. he structural configuration of
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forest stands favored for roosting includes (1) a mixture of favored
,loose-barked trees with 60 to 80 percent canopy closure and (2) a,.

low density sub-canopy (less than 30 percent'between about 6 feet
high and the base canopy). II

!j

The suitability,.of roosting habitat for foraging or the proximity to
suitable foraging habitat is critical tb the evaluation of a particular
tree stand. An open subcanopy z~ne, under a moderately dense'

"canopy, is important to allow man~uvering while catching insect
prey. Proximity to water is critical,jbecause prey density is greater
over' or near open water. A distan~e from water to suitable roost
trees of up to 0.6 mile is optimal.!iThe relative percent of forest
cover on a landscape is also limiting. Maternity colonies have not
been documented where tree cover is'less than 5 percent

Habitat suitability within the study area for the Indiana bat was
assessed using specific habitat ev~luation procedures which are

11

described in detail in the Appendix, Part II, Section 6.2. The
Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) Model (Romme, Tyrell and Brack,

'I .

1995)was used to quantify the habit!t value of the study area for the
Indiana bat. A HEP model is used to measure an area's habitat

. value to a particular species, where habitat value is equal to h~bitat. '

qUantityplus habitat quality. The habitat quantity value is a measure
of area (~.g., acres, hectares, et~.) while the habitat quality

, .
measurement is expressed in the form of an HSI. The HSI varies
from zero (no habitat suitability) to one (optimum habitat) and
measures how suitable the habitat i~:forthe particular species when
compared to optimum habitat. One ~abitat unit (HU) is equal to one
unit of area (l acre, for example) ~hich has optimum value to the
species of concern.

Preferred'Route

,The wooded portions of the preferred route corridor (approximately
1,005 acres) were estimated to provide 459 habitat units. The
quality or HSI for these woodedateas was calculated to be 0.457
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(on a scale of 0 to 1). Thus, the habitat suitability model suggested

that overall habitat quality for the Indiana bat is moderate in the
.preferred route corridor.

Alternate Route

The wooded portions of the alternate route corridor (approximately

866 acres) were estimated to provide 364 habitat units. The quality

or HSI for these wooded areas was calculated to be 0.420 (on a
scale of 0 to 1). Thus, the habitat suitability model suggested that
overall habitat quality for the Indiana bat is moderate in the alternate

. route corridor.

(4) Estimation of Impact of Construction

Construction activities proposed would include the same basic elements for
ii

each proposed route. Best Management Practices, based on accepted

engineering and construction practices and Ohio Environmental Protection

Agency (OEPA) guidelines for storm water erosion control, will be used

during construction activities. Best Management Practices are construction

or maintenance measures and practices used to reduce the amount of

Pollution entering surface water, air,land or ground water. Both proposed

routes involve the placement of a 138 kV transmission line strung along a

series of approximately 80-foot high steel poles spaced approximately 400

feet apart. Each pole would stand on an approximate 6-foot diameter

reinforced concrete caisson foundation.

During construction, a 60-foot ROW would be cleared of woody

vegetation. Canopy and subcanopy trees and tall shrubs would be cleared

within 10 feet of the centerline of the transnnssion line. Additionally, such
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trees and shrubs within the ROW would be cleared within 50 feet before

. and 50 feet after each transmissionpole~ Because the actual location of the

transmission poles will not be determined until after the OPSB issues a

certificate of environmental compatibility and public need for the project, it

has been assumed for this impact assessmeI1t that the entire ROW would be

cleared of all canopy and subcanopy trees and tall shrubs. This assumption
. !I

provides a worst-case scenario. Actual construc~on impacts would likely

be less severe than those discussed. The location of access roads and

transmission line poles will be refined and fmalized after the OPSB issues a

certificate of environmental compatibility and public need for the

transmission line route and detailed land~errain surveys and jurisdiction

wetland delineations are developed.

Placement of the transmission line would iryvolve developing a series of 10-

to 14-foot wide access roads. Where possible, access roads would be

constructed within the ROW fn areas that were not identified as wetlandS or

other sensitive land uses. Where wetlands and other sensitive land uses are. .

crossed by the'ROW, access roads willi be extended from the nearest

existing roadway. Wetlands will only be crossed by access roads where

there is no other egress. At a few locations, wetlands are wide enough so

that a transmission line pole may be placed in the wetland. At these

locations, the access road will extend into the wetland to reach the pole.

Permanent culverts would be installed or eXIsting culverts widened for
,

access roads at all unavoidable stream crossings. New culverts would be

sized, located and installed to minimize impacts 'to wetland and stream

hydrology and water quality. An aggregate access apron would be installed
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adjacent to the entrance/exit of any paved roads, as recommended by the

OEPA construction storm water recommen~ations. Aggregate would also
Ii .

be placed along access roads where additidnal bearing capacity is required

(Le. within wetlands). At the end of construction, the access roads would

be left in place for permanent access to the line.
"

The anticipated impacts of construction are discussed in detail in the

Appendix, Part IV. Estimated areas and locations that would be impacted

are depicted on Figures IV-l and IV-2 In Volume 3. A summary-of

potential construction impacts is presented below.

UndevelopedAreas

"

(a) Streams and Draina~e Channels. The following is a discussion of

potential impacts of construction on streams along the proposed

routes (as requested in the OPSB review comments). The study

area is drained by 16 major subbasins as previously discussed.

Both the propos~ and alternate routes cross unnamed tributaries of

the East Branch Reservoir. The p~eferred route also crosses the

West Branch of the Cuyahoga River ana its unnamed tributaries,

unnamed tributaries of Big Creek, Cutts Creek, and unnamed

tributaries of Jenks Creek. The alternate route also crosses unnamed

tributaries of the East Branch of the Cuyahoga River, unnamed

tributaries of Bates Creek, and unnamed tributaries of Aylworth

Creek. The number of streams crossed by the proposed routes is

tabulated by subbasin and discussed below:
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Preferred Alternate
DraiMgeSubbasin Route Route

1 - East Branch Reservoir 0 0
2 - East Branch Cuyahoga River 6 8
3 - West Branch Cuyahoga River 7 0
4 - West Branch Cuyahoga River 7 0
5 - Big Creek 2 0
6 - Cutts Creek 5 0
7 - Jenks Creek 2 0
8 - Jenks Creek 1 0
9 - Big Creek 2 0
10 -East Branch Cuyahoga River . 0 1
11 - East Branch Cuyahoga River 0 1
12 - East Branch Cuyahoga River 0 2
13 - Bates Creek 0 4
14- Bates Creek 0 2
15 - Bates Creek 0 5
16 - Aylworth Creek 0 7

Miscellaneous ditches 9 26

Preferred Route

Subbasin 2 is drained by the East Branch of the Cuyahoga

River. Two perennial stream segments and four ephemeral
ditches are crossed alongi;the abandoned B&O Railroad
grade in this subbasin.. The riparian zone at the crossing

points consists of mixed floodplain forests, emergent -
wetlands, and forested wetlands.

Subbasin 3 is drained by an unnamed tributary of the West
Branch of the Cuyahoga i:River. One perennial stream

segment, one intermittent stteam channel, and five ephemeral
ditches are crossed along.: the. abandoned B&O Railroad
grade in this subbasin. The riparian zone at the crossing
points consists of mixed floodplain forests, emergent

wetlands, forested wetlands, and scrub-shrub uplands.

Subbasin 4 is drained by ah unnamed tributary of the West.

Branch of the Cuyahoga ~iver. Two intermittent stream
segments and five ephemeral ditches are crossed along the,,

"
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abandoned B&O Railroad grade in this subbasin. The
riparian zone at the crossing points consists of mixed
floodplain forests, emergent wetlands, forested wetlands,
and upland forests.

Subbasin Sis drained by an llnnamed tributary of Big Creek.
One intermittent stream segment and one ephemeral ditch are
crossed in this subbasin. The riparian zone at the crossing
points consists of forested wetlands.

Subbasin 6 is drained by Cutts Creek. One intermittent
stream segment and one ephemeral ditch are crossed in this
subbasin. 'The.riparian zone at the crossing points consists

"
of emergent wetlands and forested wetlands.

Subbasin 7 is drained by Jenks Creek. One intermittent
stream segment and one ephemeral ditch are crossed in this
subbasin. The riparian zone at the crossing points consists
of upland forests.

~ .
Subbasin 8 is drained by Jenks Creek. One intermittent
stream segment is crossed'in this subbasin. The riparian
zone at the crossing point consistsof a forested wetland.

Subbasin 9 is drained by an unnamed tributary of Big Creek.
Two ephemeral ditches are crossed in this subbasin. The
riparian zone at the crossing points consists of forested
wetlands and upland forests.

Nine miscellaneous ephemeral ditches are crossed by the
preferred route outside defmed drainage.basins. The riparian

':
zone at the ~ossing points consists of upland forests.
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Nternate Route

,
Subbasin 2 is drained by the East Branch of the Cuyahoga
River. Three perennial stream segments and five ephemeral
ditches 'are crossed in this subbasin. The riparian zone at the
crossing points consists of mixed floodplain forests,
emergent wetlands, and forested wetlands.

Subbasin 10 is drained by the East Branch of the Cuyahoga
River. One ephemeral ditchis crossed in this subbasin. The '.
riparian zone at the crossing point consists of an upland
forest.

Subbasin 11is drained by the East Branch of the Cuyahoga
River. One perennial stream segment is crossed in this
subbasin. The riparian zone.at the crossing point consists of
an emergent wetland.

Subbasin 12 is drained by t~e East Branch of the Cuyahoga
River. One perennial stream segment and one ephemeral
ditch are crossed in this subbasin. The riparian zone at the
crossing points consists of maintained uplands.

Subbasin 13 is drained by Bates Creek. Three perennial
i

stream segments and one ephemeral ditch are crossed in this
h .

subbasin. The riparian zone at the crossing points consists
of emergent wetlands, forested wetlands, and maintained
uplands..

Subbasin 14 is drained by',an unnamed tributary of Bates
Creek. One intermittent stream segment and one ephemeral
ditch are crossed in this subbasin. The riparian zone at the,
crossing points consists of forested wetlands.

Subbasin 15 is drained by' an unnamed tributary of Bates
Creek. One intermittent stream segment and one ephemeral
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ditch are crossed in this subbasin. The riparian zone at the
crossing points consists of forested wetlands.

Subbasin 16 is drained by Aylworth Creek. Three perennial
stream segments and four~phemeral ditches are crossed in
this subbasin. The riparian zone at the, crossing points
consists of, emergent wetlands, forested wetlands, and
maintaineduplands.

Twenty-six miscellaneous ephemeral ditches are crossed by
the alternate route outside' defined drainage basins. The
riparian zone at the crossing points consists of upland forests
and maintained uplands.

Riparian vegetation zones at all stream crossings would be cleared

during construction by cutting the upper canopy and subcanopy

vegetation, ifpresent. Direct grOun~clearing would be minimized at

the stream crossings where possible. Best Management Practices

would be implemented during construction to control erosion.

Stream bank areas would be seeded to prevent soil erosion and
"

i1

water sedimentation where the gr~und has been disturbed. Stream

crossings for the proposed routes have existing ground cover

vegetation. Therefore, the restoration of these areas should occur

rapidly following the completionof construction.

When possible, the majority' of the proposed access roads were

planned to avoid 'stream crossing~. However, certain areas along'

the proposed routes would require access road stream crossings as

tabulated and discussed below:
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Access Road Crossing

- Existing culvert extensions
- New crossings

Preferred Route

Preferred
Route

16
14

Alternate
Route

6
33

The preferred route would require new crossings of 13 ephemeral
I

ditches and one intermittent stream (see Appendix N and Figure N-

2). In addition, 16 existing culverts along the B&O railroad grade

would need to be extended. These new and extended culverts
j

would be sized, located and installed at these crossings to minimize
i

impacts to stream hydrology and water quality.

Alternate Route

The alternate route would require new crossings of 25 ephemeral

ditches, two intermittent streams,' and six perennial streams. In

addition, six existing culverts along the B&O railroad grade would

be extended. These new and extended culverts would be sized,

located and installed at these crossings to pinimize impacts to stream

hydrology and water quality.

Culverts would be provided at these stream crossings to allow
'. • >!

passage of water. Culverts would ,be sized and installed in such a
I
i ~

manner that they would not drai6 associated wetlands or flood

associated uplands. Best Manag~ment Practices would be used

during construction to minimize erosion and possible water quality
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degradation. Erosion control measures may include protecting

exposed areas with mulch, matting, or similar materials until
':I

vegetation can be reestablished and installing silt fences. Stream

turbidity resulting from the installation of the culverts will be of

short duration compared to that caused by natural high water flow.

It is not anticipated that these streams will be significantly affected

by construction activities.

(b) Lakes. Ponds. and Reservoirs. N,o major lakes or reservoirs are

within the ROWs of either the preferred or alternate routes. Five

small ponds are present within the ROW of the preferred or alternate

routes.

Three farm ponds/artificial ponds and marshes, totaling

approximately 0.2 acre, are located within the ROW of the preferred

route (Figure IV-1). Two ponds, totaling approximately 0.1 acre,

are located within the ROW of the alternate route.

As planned, no major lakes, ponds,:or reservoirs will be affected by
I

the development of any of the proposed routes. The small ponds

will be spanned during construction of the transmission line.

Access roads will circumvent the ponds. Therefore, no impacts of

construction are anticipated. .

(c) Marshes. Swamps. and Other Wetlands. Wetlands identified within

the ROW of the proposed and alternate routes are forested and. ,
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emergent ill nature. The following table summarizes the
1~

approximate number and acreage of wetlands within the ROW of

each of the proposed routes that may be disturbed by construction

activities. A discussion of potential impacts to the wetlands follows

(as requested in the OPSB review comments).

Acreage
Wetlands Potentially

Proposed Route Crossed Acreage Disturbed

Preferred 60 14.0 2.5
Alternate 41 9.0 1.3

Where possible, impacts to wetland vegetation as a result of

construction activities would be limited to the selective cutting of

woody canopy and subcanopy species in the forested wetland areas

(mixed floodplain forest (IIIC1), maple-ash swamp (IIIC2), mixed

swamp forest (IIIC3), succession~l hardwood swamp (IIIC4), and

tall shrub bog (IIIB2» identified in the previous discussion.

Vegetative removal within emergent wetlands (floating-leaved marsh

(IIA3A), mixed emergent marsh (IIA3B), mixed shallow emergent

marsh (IIIA1), cattail marsh (IIIA2), mixed shrub swamp (IIIA3),

and sedge fen (IIIB 1» will not be required. It is not anticipated that

such cutting activities would result in erosion and water quality

degradation. Work areas within wetlands will be stabilized where

possible using timber rip-rap or wooden equipment mats, avoiding

when possible surficial impacts. Woody vegetation would be hand-

cut by chain saws. Vehicular traffic within wetlands will be avoided

when possible. No tracked equipment will be used in the vegetation
I

clearing process within wetlands. Removal of vegetation debris will
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be conducted at the request of the property owner, and will be

accomplished using horse-drawn methods or rubber-wheeled

vehicles.

Engineering designs of the proposed transmission line poles allow

for a maximum potential span length of approximately 400 feet.

- Therefore, where possible, wetland~ less than 400 feet wide will be

spanned. This will be accomplished by placing poles in upland

areas, and walking a lead rope across the wetland to the next

structure. The lead rope would then be used to pull the transmission

line conductors above the wetland, thus limiting direct impact.

Where possible, access roads and structure placement have been

loc.ated to avoid wetlands. Depending on the route selected, it may

be necessary to place some poles in wetlands that are too wide to

span, and these would only be acc~ssible by placing an access road

through ,the wetland as discussed below.

Preferred Route

A number of poles and portions of associated access roads along the

preferred route may. be placed in wetland areas (Figures IV-1 and

IV-2). The.total wetland areas disturbed by the placement of these

poles and roads is anticipated to be approximately 2.5 acres.
;,
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Alternate Route

Several poles and portions of the associated access road along the

alternate route maybe placed in wetland areas (Figures IV-I and

IV-2). The total wetland area disturbed by the placement of these

poles and roads is anticipated to be a,pproximately 1.3 acres.

The design of access roads and transmission line poles within

wetlands will be performed on a case-by-case basis to minimize

overall impact to the wetland systems. Vegetation in these areas
r

would be removed as previously discussed for other wetland areas.

Following geotechnical investigati,ons, culverts of an appropriate
, .

design would be strategically placed along the bed of the access road .
fj

to prevent impacts to the wetland hydrology. Best Management

Practices will be implemented to minimize impacts to the adjoining

wetlands, and will inClude silt fences and straw bales to control

sedimentation.

Prior to construction activities, wetlands within proposed access

road and transmission line structufe areas will be delineated using

COE methods. Appropriate permits will be obtained.

(d) .Woody and Herbaceous ye~tation Land.

The following discussion describes the potential impacts on woody

and herbaceous vegetation .alo~g the proposed routes during

construction (as requested the OPSB review comments).
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Preferred route

Approximately 76 acres of land would be utilized to create

the ROWand access roads for the preferred route. The

ecological communities that would be most impacted are

beech-sugar-maple forest (9.3 acres), successional shrub

lands (8.4 acres), field and row crops (5.7 acres), sassafras-

locust-cherry forest (4.4 acres), and mixed floodplain forest

(3.9 acres). Vegetative clearing and brush removal activities
,\

will be necessary on approximately 27 acres, and will result

in the generation of approximat~ly 540 cubic yards of

vegetation debris. The cleared acreage of each of these
+i

dominant communities would be less than 5 percent of the

total area of each community in the corridor. Because the

percentages and area of community impacts are small, and

because some of the communities would also be allowed to

revegetate to within 10 feet of the centerline and to a height

within 20 feet vertically of the.conductors, the overall
,

impacts to woody and herbaceous vegetation land are not

considered significant.

Alternate Route

Approximately 76 acres of land would be utilized to create

the ROWand access roads for the alternate route. The

ecological communities that would be most impacted are
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field and row crops (23.7 acres), beech-sugar-maple forest

(12.3 acres), successional old field (5.7 acres), maple-

beech-basswood forest (4.2 acres),. and sassafras-Iocust-

cherry forest (4.0 acres). Vegetative clearing and brush

removal activities will be necessary on approximately 28

acres, and will result in the generation of approximately 550

cubic yards of vegetation debris. The cleared acreage of

each community would be less than 6 percent of the total

ax:eaof each community in the ,corridor. B~cause the

percentages and area of community impacts are small, and

because some of the communities would also be allowed to

revegetate to within 10 feet of the centerline and to a height

within 20 feet vertically of the conductors, the overall

impacts to woody and herbaceous vegetation .land are not

considered significant

Major Species

(a) Cotpmercial Species. The commerCiallyimportant species along the

proposed routes include those species that are hunted or trapped for

fur or other byproducts.The following commercially important

speciesmay potentiallybe affected by construction.

Muskrat - Construction of the proposed routes will eliminate only
minimal portions of this aquatic-oriented species' habitat. Readily.
available similar habitat along the routes can assimilate the few
muskrats which may be displaced as a result of construction. The
clearing of canopy and subcanopy.woody species within wetlands
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may actually benefit the muskrat. Therefore, the impact to this

species is expected to be negligible.

Red fox - Construction along the proposed routes will temporarily
alter some of the habitat used by the .small mammals that this species

uses as a food source. After clearing, the food source for the red

fox should increase due to an increase in the preferred habitat of the
small mammals. The impact to the 'red fox is expected to be minor
because of the presence of readilY: available similar habitats and
alternative food sources.

Raccoon- This species is very adaptable to changes in the habitats in
which it occurs, and as a result, construction along the proposed
routes is anticipated to have negligible impact on the raccoon
population, because of the presence of readily available similar .
habitats.

Striped skunk - It is not anticipatedptat construction of the proposed
routes will alter a significant portion of this species' preferred

habitat, because of the presence of readily available similar habitats.
Therefore, no impact on the striped skunk is anticipated.,

Beaver - It is not anticipated that c~nstruction of the proposed route
will alter a significant portion of, this species' preferred habitat,
because it is generally lacking wi~hin the ROWs. Therefore, no
impact on the beaver is anticipated.

Lon2-tailed weasel ~ It is not anticipated that construction of the
proposed routes will alter a significant portion of this weasel's
preferred habitat, because it is gen~rally abundant within the study
area. Therefore, no impact on this species is anticipated.

(b) IRecreational Species - Recreational.species will experience different

levels of impact, depending on the 'species' habitat and home range

requirements.
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Cottontail rabbit - Cottontails will migrate from the ROW area
during construction. The rabbits will movejnto adjacent areas that
provide adequate cover and concealment and needed forage
resources. After clearing, this species' preferred habitat will be
increased. Therefore, impacts to this species. are expected to be
minor.

,.
Woodchuck - Woodchucks willn-avel out of the ROW during
construction to seek friable soil material in which to establish

4:

burrows. Suitable alternative haBitats are available close to the
. i:i

proposed routes. Following dealing of the ROW, this species'
preferred habitat will increase. Thet;efore,impacts to this species are
expected to be minor. '

Gray. red. and fox sQ,uirrels- The elimination of the suitable
habitat of these species within the ROW will cause the squirrels to
move into nearby woodlands during construction .. It is anticipated
that additional squirrels can be aS,similatedinto adjacent habitats
without significant competition ,pressures from or on resident
species. The loss ofmast-produci~g trees offering a food source for
the squirrels should be low. Thus the impact of construction on the

Ii

resident squirrels is anticipated!; to be minor, considering the
availabilityof similar habitat elsew~ere.

Opossum - It is not anticipated ~at construction of the proposed
routes will alter a significant portion of this species' preferred
habitat, because of the presence of readily available.similar habitats.

"Therefore, no impact on the opossum is anticipated.

White-tailed deer - White-tailed deer use the wooded portions along.,
the proposed routes for cover and concealment, and they forage in
the croplands periodically. Deer normally have a home range of less
than 3 square miles. The abundance of similar wooded and

I;

cropland habitat surrounding any of the proposed routes indicates
that the impact of construction will be minimal for this species.
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Additionally, maintaining the ROW in low growth vegetation
r

provides a beneficial "edge habitat" '.forthis species.

Wood duck - It is not anticipated that construction of the proposed
route will alter a significant portion of the wood duck's preferred

{

habitat, because it is generally lacking within the ROWs. Therefore,
Ii

no impact on this species is anticipa:ted.

Mallard duck - The proposed routes will ~ot cross any significant
amounts of open waters used'by this species. Therefore, the impact

, 'I "

of construction on the mallard d*ck is anticipated toiibe minor,

considering the availability of simililr habitat elsewhere.

Ruddy duCk - It is not anticipated that construction of the proposed
Ii

routes will alter a significant portion of the ruddy duck's preferred
l

habitat, because it is generally lacking within the ROWs. TherefOI:e,.
;1

no impact on this species is anticipated.
Ii

AmeriCan black duck - It is not anticipated that construction of the
i; ,

proposed routes will alter a significant portion of this species'
ii

preferred habitat, because it is geqerally lacking within the ROWs.
Therefore, no impact on the AmeriJan blackduck is anticipated.

"

Ruffed ~rouse - Construction ~long the proposed routes will
, II.:~

temporarily alter some of the habitat used by this species: However,
. t

the abundance of similar habitat in the vicinity of the ROW provides
i

suitable habitat elsewhere. After clearing of wooded areas, the
preferred habitat for the ruffed gr~use should increase. The impact

to this species is expected to be mll1or. '

Wild'turkey :. It is not anticipated that construction of the proposed

routes will alter a significant pJrtion of this specie~'. preferred
habitat, because of the presence of readily available similar habitats.

. i:

Maintaining the ROW in low growth vegetation provides a beneficial
"

"edge habitat" for the wild turkeiy. Therefore, no impact on this

species is anticipated.
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RinK-necked pheasant - Construction of a ROW for the proposed
routes should not significantly impact any of this species' preferred
habitat, since pastures and farmlands will not be eliminated during
construction. As with other species, clearing of the ~OW will

! :.

provide additional suitable habitat for the ring-necked: pheasant.
Therefore, no impact on this specie~:is antiCipated.

Potential impacts to game fish aJticipated to inhabit rivers and
!~
I:

streams within the ROW are expected to be minimal during

construction. Best Management Practices would be used during

construction to minimize erosion;.:and possible temp0r.ary water

quality degradation. Erosion c~)Qtrolmeasures miy include.
. ,

protecting exposed areas with mulch, matting, or similar materials
.. i

until vegetation can be reestablished and installing silt fences.
I! •

'f:'

Stream turbidity resulting from the installation of the culverts will be
11

of short duration compared to that caused by natural high water

flow. Thesegame fish are anticipated to return to disturbed reaches
I

of rivers and streamsupon completion of construction activities.
. ' . i

(c) Protected Species. A literature review indicated that the proposed

alternate routes arewithin the rang~of a number of federal and state
, ::

I'

protected or special interest species] Those species identified within

the ROW of the proposed routes, as well as the related impacts of
,

construction, are described below (as requested in the OPSB review
,

comments).
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Protected Plants

6ushy aster - This plant may,' be present in various open.
communities throughout the RO~s of the proposed routes. The
bushy aster has the ability to rapidly colonize disturbed habitats

,
(McCance and Bums, 1984) (see Appendix, Part 11). Therefore, if

the species is present prior to construction, its recovery potential
should be good within the maintained ROW. Therefore, impact of
construction on the bushy aster is n9t considered to be significant.

Water pennywort - This herbaceous plant was observed within the

ROW of the preferred route in a we?and area. This plant is typically
threatened by destruction of habitat as a result of draining or
excessive logging of swamps, neithbr of which will occur as a result
of the proposed project. Its gener~ recovery potential is unknown
(McCance and Burns, 1984). It is' possible that this species could

I

be impacted by the proposed project, but the type and significance of
• I'

impact cannot be predicted until th,e final route 4esign i~ prepared.
Construction of this route is not anticipated tosignificailtly impact

1';

the habitat of the water pennywort, as wetlands will be spanned
Ii

when possible as previously discussed in this section.
!i

Northern honeysuckle - This speci~s may have been observed both
in and out of the ROW of the preferred route. Clearing of the ROW

d

will not require the removal of lo~-growth vegetation such as the

northern honeysuckle. Northern honeysuckle is typically threatened
by overshadowing by larger shrubs and trees as a result of

i .1

succession. Its general recovery potential is unknown. The
proposed project would provide potential new habitat along the edge
of the ROW as a result of increased sunlight. It is possible that, if it

I:
actually is present with the ROW, ~is species could'be impacted by

I; .

the proposed project. However, th~ type and significance of impact.
cannot be predicted until the final route design is prepared.
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None of the other proteeted and special interest plant species located

in the project study area (listed in Part B of this section) were
I

identified within the ROWs of the proposed routes. Therefore,

these species should not be significantly impacted by construction of

the proposed routes.

Protected Animals

Bald ea~le - The study area is located within the wintering grounds
of the bald eagle, a federally listed threatened species. None of the
eagle's preferred open water foraging habitat exists within the .

: -"'.

ROWs of the proposed routes. With the proximity of major rivers

and Lake Erie, this species may be found flying over the study area,
especially during migration. Bec~use the bald eagle's wintering

'i
grounds include much of the U.S.,' the alteration of suitable forest
habitat within any of the proposed route ROWs would be considered
negligible. Therefore, impacts to the bald eagle as ~ result of

. ~ I'
construction of the proposed routes ,~ill be insignificant

Although numerous other state-protected avian species may have a

possible range to include the study area and subsequent ROWs of

the proposed routes, direct impacts ,to these species is anticipated to
.1

"

be minimal. Unique critical habitat~ for these species was not found

within the ROWs. If present, these mobile species would escape
i;

mortality during construction activities. It is anticipated that suitable
. 'I,

habitat for these species is availablei on ,adjacent lands.

. i
;
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Clearing of some of the wooded areas within the ROW ~ay create
II

j !\

new low-growth habitat suitable t~ protected species such as the
'I

Bewick's wren,. dark-eyed junco~ golden-winged warbler, lark
I

sparrow, loggerhead shrike; wi?ter wren, and yellow-bellied

sapsucker.

By spanning wetlands and limiting the extent of access road

construction within wetlands, d:mstruction activities are not
~j

anticipated to significantly impa~t the wetland habitats of the

protected species such as the AO:tericanbittern, king rail, least

bittern, nprthern harrier, sedge Wren, common snipe, sora, and

Virginiarail.

Amphibians

Impacts to the blue-spottedsalamander and the four-toed salamander
. ~
.l :,

as a result of construction are not eixpectedto be significant. As no

critical habitat for these species was identified within the ROWs,

available suitable habitat would- be present in adjacent lands.
I~ .
"Construction activities would not involve the disturbance of the
i: '.

surface or low-growing cover vegetation. Therefore, impacts to

protected amphibians, if present, ar~expected to be minimal.

Re»tiles

Four reptilian species were identif1edas potential inhabitants of the

study area, but were not observed during the field investigation.
!:
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Direct impacts to these wetland spec:ies, if present, are anticipated to

be minimal. Unique critical habitatifor these species wasinot found

Within the ROWs. By spanning wetlands and limiting the extent of'

access road construction within wetlands, construction activities are

not anticipated to significantly impact the wetland habitats of the

protected species such as the Blanding's turtles, Kirtland's snakes,
il

Eastern massasauga, or the spotted i'urtle. .

Fishes

;;

Numerous state-protected fish species were identified as 'having the
I,

potential for occurring in streams and rivers in the study area. It is
I'

not anticipated that construction i'of the proposed routes would
. ~

impact these species, if present. Best Management Practices would

be used during construction to ihinimizeerosion anp possible

temporary water qualitY degradation. Erosion control measures may

include protecting exposed areas !rith mulch, matting, or similar

materials until vegetation can be 'reestablished and installing silt

fences. Stream turbidity resulting from the installation of the
! !~

culverts will be of short duration compared to that caused by natural
I! .
[

11

high water flow. These fish are anticipated to return to distUrbed
I; .

"reaches of rivers and streams upon completion of construction
.. !i.

activities.

i
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Mammals

The following mammals may poterltially occur in the corridors due
I,

I'

to the corridors' location within the animals' normal range as well as
if

the suitable habitat provided.

Indiana bat ;. The study area is ~ithin the federally endangered
Indiana bat's reported range. As described in Part B of this section,

.; II

the habitat suitability index for the::Indiana bat in the stUdy area is
moderate, ranging from 0.420 (al~ernate route corridor) to 0.457
(preferred route corridor) to on a scale of 0 to 1. Habitat unit values
of 459 HUs (preferred route corridor) and 364 HUs (alternate route

I;

corridor) were calculated.

Construction of the ROWand access roads for the preferred route.
would result in a loss of only 1,2 HU s, or 2.6 percent of the
potential Indiana bat habitat within the preferred route corpdor.

Construction of the ROWand access roads for the alternate route
would result in loss of only 10 HUs, or 2.7 percent of the potential

I'Indiana bat habitat in the alternate route corridor.

There is no significant difference in the loss of HUs between the
. I

proposed routes. Therefore, the construction of either of the
proposed routes would not significantlyiIflpact the Indiana bat.

River otter - The potential exists that the river otter could inhabit the
study area, as the Cuyahoga River and ,its main tributaries may

., -' I: .
provide suitable habitat. If present, the otter is not anticipated to be

!.

impacted by construction of the proposed routes. Disturbance along
stream crossings will be limited t~ clearing of mature vegetation.
Surface disturbance is not anticipate<I.

1.
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Ermine - It is not anticipated that construction of the proposed
.j

routes' ROW will alter a significmt portion of open woodlands,
I"

brushy areas and farmlands, the empne' s preferred habitat, because
of the presence of readily availa~le similar habitats elsewhere.
Therefore, no impact on this specieS,if present, is anticipated. .

Southern red-backed vole - This ~pecies' preferred ha?itat (cool
moist forests) is abundant in the vic~nitythe ROWs of th~proposed
routes. Construction of the proposed routes will not alter a

!J

significant portion of suitable habitat to impact this species.
Therefore, no impact on this vole, if.present, is anticipated.

I

Woodland jumpin~ mouse (NapaeaZllpus insignis) - The preferred
habitat (hardwoods) of the woodland jumping mouse hs readily
available in the vicinity of the RQWs of the proposed routes. If
present, this species will not be itPpacted by construction of the'
proposed routes.

None of the other protected and high interest animal species that
I

i.;

potentially could inhabit the ROWs of the proposed routes (see
r

Appendix, Part II) during any part df the year would be significantly

impacted by construction of the proposed routes. This conclusion

takes into account the aniIIials'preferred habitat (community types)
'! . II.~ :j

and the minimal amount of acre~ge of these commuhity types
i'

disturbed by the ROWs.
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(5) Estimation of Impact ofQperation

UPdeveIcwed Areas

(a) Streams and Drainau Channels. Both the proposed and alternate,

routes cross unnamed tributaries of the East Branch Reservoir. The

preferred route also crosses the West Branch of the Cuyahoga River
I'

I'

and its unnamed tributaries, unn~ tributaries of Big Creek, Cutts

Creek, and u~named tributaries of Jenks Creek. The alternate route

also crosses unnamed tributaries of ~e East Branch of the Cuyahoga
I

. River, unnamed tributaries of Bates Creek, and unnamed tributaries
1:

of Aylworth Creek.

Once the line is in operation, the bilnks at the stream crossings will

revegetate and will require only periodic woody species removal.
lj

Thus, no significant impact to streams or drainage channels along
"

the proposed routes should result crom operation or maintenance of
I

the line.

i
(b) Lakes. Ponds. and Reservoirs; No major lakes, ponds, or

reservoirs will be affected by the operation or maintenance of either .

the preferred or alternate routes. sinal! ponds will be ciTcumvented

during construction, and access roads used during operation will be

used to avoid impacts to the ponds.:

(c)
,

Marshes. Swamps. and Other Wetlands. Wetland areas will not be

significantly affected by the operation or maintenance of the
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preferred or the alternate routes. Access to poles in wetlands for

maintenance and repair purposes ~ll be provided by permanent

access roads as previously describe4.

The vegetation that lies within the:wetlands may require periodic
.

trimming of canopy and subcanopy species. It is not anticipated
"

that such cutting. activities would result in erosion and water quality
,-

"degradation. Woody vegetation w~uld be hand-cut by chain saws.
Ii .

No tracked equipment will be used ih the vegetation clearing process

within wetlands. Removal of vegttation debris will be conducted
"I

only at the request of the property owner.

(d) Woody and Herbaceous Yeietatioll Land. During operation of the
I:
Ii

transmission line along either of the,proposed routes, the impacts on

vegetated land will be minor. The ;undeveloped land not disturbed
I

by construction will retain its current vegetation compc,)sition and

will continue successional development at a normal rate. The

regrowth and undisturbed vegeta,ti:~n that lies within the proposed

ROWs may be disturbed if peripdic tree and brush cutting is

necessary. This periodic maintenance activity is not expected to
I

result in a significant environmental)mpact to the vegetation.

Major Species

Preferred and alternate routes - During operation along either proposed
. i

route, undeveloped areas will retain habitat potential for some of the major
;

species as defined by OPSB regulations. ,j
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(a) Commercial Species. The commetcially important species will be
\

minimally affected by operation "of the transmission line. The

following discussiondetails the individual species impact
.,

Muskrat - This species will no longer be able to use isolated portions
of the ROW because of the removal of small amounts of the aquatic

~:
and sloped land habitat preferred by this species. However, it will
continue to be present in the surrounding area, which has suitable
undisturbed habitat. The clearing ~f canopy and subcanopy woody
species within wetlands may actu~ly benefit the muskrat. As a

.1

result, the impact of operation on the muskrat is expecte;d to be
negligible.

I; •

Red fox - The red fox will continue to use the ROW for foraging
purposes. After clearing, the f~ source for the red fox should
increase within the ROW due to the rise in the preferred habitat of

11

the small mammals. Line maintenance activities may cause this
species to avoid the area periodically.

, ,

Raccoon - This species, accustom~ to humans and able to exploit
developed sites, will probably be unaffected by operation of the
transmission line. The raccoon will continue to use the ROW unless

i '
disturbed by other factors (dogs, fences, etc.). The: impact of

I.

operation on this species is considered to be minor.

Striped skunk - Like the raccoon, the skunk is accustomed to
humans and able to exploit developed sites, and will probably be
,unaffected by operation of the transmission line. The skunk will
continue to use the ROW as a forage area unless disturbed by other
factors (dogs, fences, etc.). The impact of operation on this species
is considered to be minor.
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Beaver - It is not anticipated that o~tion of the proposed, route will
. '; ':

impact the beaver, because its habitat is generally is lacking within. e . .
the ROWs. Therefore, no impact on. this species is anticipated.

. ~~
Lon~-taj1ed weasel - It is not anticipated that operation of the

proposed route will alter a significant portion of this species'

preferred habitat, because it is generlilly abundant within the ROWs.

Therefore, no impact on the weasel is anticipated.

Cottontail rabbit - Site maintenance bd brush removal activities near
. . I

transmission line poles will temporarily discourage use of these
I Ii

areas by rabbits, which will seek other undeveloped, brushy
portions (edge habitats) along the ROW, which are present in
abundance. Maintenance of the RqW to keep tall growth and other
undesirable species from the area or under control will benefit this
. species' preferred habitat bykeepinlg it in a perpetual "edge habitat"

state. The overalf impact of tran~mission line operation on this

species is expected to be minor.

Woodchuck - The habitat of this sp#cies would.be restrictbi to those
portions of the study area that remain unimproved.. In these
locations, the woodchuck can maintain its present population levels'. .

in the absence of disturbance. Therefore, the impact of transmission
Ii .'

line operation on this species is expected to be negligible.

Gray. red. and fox squirrels - These species of squirrel inhabit only
those areas along the ROW with standing, mast-producing trees,
~hich are limited to the upland w~s areas. The specie~ will occur
primarily offsite in adjacent suit~ble habitat areas. Operational
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impacts on the squirrel species will be negligible because of the lack
of suitable habitat within the clearediROW.

Opossum - The opossum, which is able to exploit developed areas,
'1 •

will be unaffected by operation of the transmission line. This,
species will continue to use the sfuall portions of the ROWand
adjacent areas suitable to its habitat'needs. Therefore, no impact of
operation on this species is anticipat~

i:

t~

White-tailed deer - Habitat suitable for deer is restricted to those
:1 .

a,reas providing both forage and':sufficient protective cover to
conceal them from view. The long, open expanses and, '

nonconcealing vegetation in the RQW may discourage use of some
areas along the proposed routes by this species; however, more
remote undeveloped portions neat the ROW may be suitable for

i~
occasional use by deer. The impact of operation on this species will

,i

be minor because there is little suitablehabitat along the ROW.

=l :\

Wood duck - It is not anticipated, that.operation of the proposed
route will impact the wood duck,;because its preferred habitat is
generally lacking within the ROWs:'

Mallard duck - The proposed routes will not cross any significant
,

amounts of open waters used by t~e mallard duck. Therefore, the
impact of operation on this species is anticipated to be mihor.

Ruddy duck - It is not anticipated that operation of the proposed
i'

route will impact this species, ~ecause its preferred habitat is
generally lacking within the ROWs. Therefore, no impact on the
ruddy duck is anticipated.

American black duck - It is not ~nticipated that operation of the
proposed route will impact the American black duck, because its
preferred habitat is generally lackipg within the ROWs. Therefore,~.
no impact on this species is anticip~ted.
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(c)

Ruffed mmse - After clearing of w~ed areas, the preferred habitat
for the ruffed grouse ..should increase within the Ro.W during

I I~

operation. The impact to this species is expected to be nnnor.

Wild turkey - It is not anticipated, that operation of the proposed
'i

routes will impact the wild turkey.i Maintaining the ROW in low,

growth vegetation provides abenef~.cial"edge habitat" for the wild
turkey. Therefore, no impact on this species is anticipated.

,-

Rim~-neckedpheasant - Operation ',ofthe transmission line for any
Ij.

proposed route should not sign~ficant1y impact this species.
Clearing of the ROW will provide additional suitable habitat for the
ring-necked pheasant. Therefore~ no impact on this species is
anticipated.

Potential impacts to game fish a~ticipated to inhabit. rivers and

streams within the ROW are e~pected to be minimal during

operation. Best Management Prhctices used during repair and
II

maintenance to culverts should minimize erosion and possible

temporarywater quality degradation. Erosion control measures may
I~

include protecting exposed areas with mulch, matting, or similar

materials until vegetation can be ,reestablished and installing silti ..

fences. Stream turbidity resulting from the maintenince of the

culverts would be of short duratipn compared to that caused by

natural high water flow. These game fish are anticipated to inhabit

rivers and streamswithinthe ROW~during operation activities.

. f .
Protected Species. Literature review indicated that the proposed

Ii .

I routes are within the range of a number of species of scientific
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interest. The impacts of operation' on these species are described
t.

below (as requested by the OPSB reyiew comments).

Protected Plants

J
Bushy aster - This plant may) be present. in various open
communities throughout the ROWs of the proposed routes.
Because the bushy aster has the ab$ty to rapidly colonize disturbed
habitats, its recovery potential in th~ maintained ROW is assumed to
be good. The impact of operation on the bushy aster is not
.considered to be significant.

Water pennywort - Thisherbaceotis plant was observed;:withi~the
ROW of the preferred route in a weiland area. Operational activities
are not anticipated to impact this ~pecies, as the wetlands will be

d

spanned during construction as preyiously discussed in this section.
Suitable habitat will be maintained'!forthis species during operation
of the line. Maintenance access to ~hepoles will be available by use
of the access roads, thus eliminating disturbance to the wetland

'I
habitat of this species. 1: .

'.il
Northern honeysuckle - This species rpay have been observed both

Ii
in and out of the ROW of the prefeITedroute. Maintenanceclearingi .' .
of the ROW will not require the removal of low-growth vegetation
such as the northern honeysuckle.] Maintenance of the ROW will
increase available sunlight, and thJs create a more favorable habitat
for this species. Therefore, if'ithe species is present during
operation, its recqvery potenti~l should be good within the

. ,.

maintained ROW. The impact,:of operation on the northern
honeysuckle is not considered to ~ significant. . .

~...
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ProtectedAnimals

I

Bald Eaile - The study area is loca~edwithin the wintering grounds
of the bald eagle, a federally listed:,threatenedspecies. None of the
eagle's preferred open water foraging habitat exists within the

j
ROWs of the proposed routes. The transmission line poles will be

i

designed to meet the recommende~ practices for raptor protection.
Therefore, impacts to the bald eagle as a result of operation of the
,proposed routes will be insignificaI1t.

, , :1 "
Although numerous other state-p~tected avian species may have a

possible range to include the study area and subsequent ROWs of

the proposed routes, direct impactsl:tothese species during operation
Il

is anticipated to be minimal. Unique critical habitats for these

species were not found within the ROWs. If present, it is
'j

anticipated that these species would utilize the low-growth
if

vegetationwithin the ROW for cover and foraging.

Maintenance clearing within the !:'ROWmay ~ustain low-growth

habitat suitable to protected species such as the Bewick's wren,
j" •

dark-eyed junco, golden-winged ~arbler, lark sparrow, loggerhead
j

shrike, winter wren, and yellow-~11ied sapsucker.

By spanning wetlands and using' access road construc~ed within

wetlands, operational activities are not anticipated to significantly

impact the protected species such as the American bittern, king rail,
11
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least bittern, northern harrier, sedge!wren, common snipe~sora, and
" .

Virginiarail.

Amphibians

Impacts to the blue-spotted salamander and the four-toed salamander

as a result of operation are not expected to be significant. As no
! II

critical habitat for these species was identified within the ROWs,
I,

available suitable habitat would be present in adjacent lands.

Operational activities would not involve the disturbance of the
Ii

surface or low-growing cover vege~tion, as access roads would be
"il

used. Therefore, impacts to protected amphibians, if present, are

expected to be mmimal.

Four reptilian species were identifi~d as potential inhabitants of the

study area, but were not observed':duringthe field study. Direct

impacts to these wetland species, if present, are anticipated to be

minimal. Unique critical habitats for thege species were not found

within the ROWs. By spanning ~etlands and using a~cess road

within wetlands, operational activities are not anticipated to
. .

significantly impact the' wetland ~abitats' of the protected species

such as the Blanding's turtles, Kirtland's snakes, Eastern

massasauga, or the spotted turtle.
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Fishes

Numerous state-protected fish species were identified as having the

potential for occurring in streams ahd rivers in the study area. It is

not anticipated that operation of the proposed routes would impact

these species, if present. Best Management Practices used during
i:

"

repair and maintenance to culverts should minimize erosion and
!:
'i

possible temporary water quality: degradation. Erosion control

measures may include protecting exposed areas with mulch,
J '1

matting, or similar materials until vegetation can be reestablished and
. II

Mammals

Tht; following mammals may potentially occur in the corridors due
,

to the corridors' location within the'animals' nonnal range as well as

the suitable habitat provided.

Indiana bat - The study area is withih the federally endangered
.1'

Indiana bat's reported range. Clearing of the ROW may provide a
migratory path for the bat. In addition, clearing portions of the
wetland areas may actually increase foraging areas. It is anticipated .
that.the foraging flyways forthe bat will also increase as a result of

. maintaining the ROWs of the propOsed route.
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River otter - The potential exists that the river otter could inhabit the
I

study area, as the Cuyahoga River and its main tributaries may
't ;1

provide suitable habitat. H present, ;theotter is not anticipated to be
impacted by operation of the prOp6sed routes. Disturbance along
stream crossings during operation will be limited to periodic repair
to culverts. SWfacedisturbance is not anticipated.

Ennine - It is not anticipated that operation of the propOsedroutes
will alter a significant portion of the ermine's preferred habitat,
because of the presence of readily a~ailable similar habitats. The use,

of access roads will avoid surface disturbance of the land.
Therefore, no impact on this specie~i,if present, is anticipated.

Southern red-backed vole - This species preferred i'habitat is
;..

abundant within the ROWs of the proposed routes. Operation of the
l'

proposed routes will not alter a sig~ficant portion of suitable habitat
to impact the vole. The use of [access roads will avoid future
disturbance of the land. Therefore, no impact on this species, if

i .

present, is anticipated.

Woodland jumpine mouse - If present, this species will not be
impacted by operation of the propdsed routes. The use of access

"

roads will avoid future disturbanc~ of the land. Suitable habitat is
available adjacent to the ROWs., Therefore, no impact on the
woodland jumping mouse, if present, is anticipated.

;i

None of the other protected and s~cial interest animal species that
I ~
'{. .

potentially could inhabit the ROWs of the proposed routes (see
, .

Appendix, Part II) during any part of the year would be significantly

impacted by operation of the proPosed routes. This conclusion

takes into account the animals' preferred habitat (community types)

and the minimal amount of acreagei:ofthese community types within

the ROWs.
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(6) Description'of Mitie;ationProcedures

n, /

(\
'''-.,J

(a)

(b)

Disposal of yeeetarlon Waste. Removal of vegetative debris from
I'

the ROW followingperiodic ROW Inaintenancewill be conducted at
H

the request of the property owner. ;~ole trees and brush removed

from the ROW will be disposed of in a landfill or chipped for re-use

as a mulch material to provide erosion control. Where!the ROW

crosses private landowners' property, the wishes of the individual

landowners will be recognized.

Construction and Operation. Mitigation procedures to lessen ~e
J

extent of environmental impacts iesulting from construction and
.J

operation of the transmission line :willinvolve the sam~ processes

for each proposed route. The following description outlines, the

mitigative procedures to be used quring both the construction and

operation phases.

Streams Crossine;s - Riparian vegetation zones at all stream

crossings would be cleared during fonstruction by cutting the upper

canopy and subcanopy vegetation. linirect ground clearing would be

minimized at the stream crossings where possible. Best

ManagementPractices would be implementedduring construction to

control erosion. Stream bank areas would be seeaed and/or
!

mulched where the ground has :,been disturbed to prevent soil

erosion and water sedimentation~0Stream crossings for both the
,

preferred and alternate routes have existing ground cover,vegetation;
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therefore, the restoration of these areas should occpr rapidly

following the completion of constrUction.

Culverts would be provided at permanent stream crossings to allow

passage of water. Culverts would ,be sized and installed in such a

manner that they would not draip associated wetlands or flood
'I

associated uplands. Best Management ~actices would be used
;1

during construction to minimize erosion and possible water quality

degradation. Erosion control measures may include 'protecting

exposed areas with mulch, matting~ or similar materials, until

vegetation can be reestablished, a~d installing silt fences. Stream.

turbidity resulting from the installation of the culverts will be of
t ~

short duration compared to that carisedby natural high water flow.

Site Clearin~Control - Only the ~ount ofland required for the safe

operation and maintenance of the proposed transmission line will be
,.

cleared. Particular care will be t~en to avoid unnecessary clearing
• I:

of the more mature, wooded areas. Avoiding unnecessary site
. :,'
clearing will reduce the amount of vegetation cover disturbance and

the potential extent of the impacts. ,i
i

I',
ConstructionErosion Control - Wlien conducting selectivecutting of

woody species and during pole placement, impact to wetlands and

streams will be avoided where practical. Erosion controls, such as

temporary berms, terraces, and: ditches may be constructed to
Ii

control runoff. Straw bales and silt fences maybe used to reduce

stream siltation.
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;

Dust and Particulate Control Plannin~ - During corridor clearing,

dust may be generated from exposed soils as they dry out. Water

sprays or other dust suppression te~hniques or materials would be
~

used on the corridor as necessary tdl~minimizethe potential for dust
:~

generation and the consequent imp~ts.

Reye~etation - Experience shows tllat seeding is only necessary on,,,

areas stripped of topsoil, such as a~cess roads, which may need to

be seeded for erosion control. Areas that are temporarily disturbed
i:

will be revegetated as soon as practical. These measures will
-Ii

preserve the aesthetic qualities alon~ the route, prevent erosion, ~d

promote habitat diversity.

(c) Other EcololPcal Miti~ation Plans';. No other significant problem
,
p

areas that would require the use of special,mitigationmeasures were

identified during the field study or aerial photograph review. If,

however, such con9itio.nsare recog~ized at a later date, they will be
.I

mitigated appropriatelyon an individual basis.

(0) Other SiWificantEcolo&WalImpacts

A review of the',possible impacts resulting from ~heconstruction, operation, and
I

the maintenance of either the preferred or alternate,routes has been conducted. No

additional ecological impacts other than those described above are expected to
. . il

occur.

i

I
,I

I

i
"

I
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(E) Section Conclusion

,I

As discussed in this section, an ecological survey was conducted for the proposed

preferred and alternate routes. The survey consi,sted of, field reconnaissance to

document the occurrence of the endemic vegetation, habitats, and wildlife within

and adjacent to the ROWs of the proposed routes.; Construction and operation of

the transmission line on the preferred or alternate routes will not have a significant

impact on ecological features or on major speci~s in the area. The impacts of
T!

constructing and operating the transmission line~ong the preferred ~r alternate

routes are relatively equal, and are typical for this tYPeof construction project in this

area. Because the ecological impacts ate comparable, the relative difference

between alternatives is not a primary factor in' detennimngthe ranking of the routes.
i; -
"

"."l
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Rachel 138 KV Transmission Line
Case No. 95-599-EL-BTX
Completeness Review

The applicant has failed to provide site-specific and detailed information on the site selection
process, definitive statements on project~specific activities and practices, and an analysis of impacts
associated with the construction and operation of the proposed facility based on resource-specific
impacts as well as regional effects. Information on the ranking of specific siting criteria for each
route and the evaluation methodology that was applied to each route has not been provided. In
addition, the broad, generalized statements on proposed construction activities and practices has
resulted in the lack of an in-depth analysis of impacts to resources potentially affected by
construction, operation, and maintenance. The deficiencies ar~ listed below.

1. 4906-15-06 (A) (4) - Table 06-1 of the application provides a comparison of the preferred
and alternative routes and equipment for the proposed facility. However, detailed
information on the siting criteria and site selection methodology used during the screening
process, including a copy of all site selection studies conducted, has not been provided.

The applicant has not provided detailed information;on the site-specific constraints and
weighting methodology used to evaluate the five potential routes/corridors depicted in
Figure 06-1 of the application. The information provided by the applicant does not explain,
except in very general terms, why the preferred and alt~rnative routes were chosen from the
initial five routes/corridors under cons ideration.

In addition, the applicant has not demonstrated, with ~upporting documentation, that rare,
threatened, and endangered species, sensitive environmental areas, and woodlands have
been avoided along the proposed routes to the maximum extent possible.

The applicant shall provide the required information.

A copy of a report entitled "Rachel 138 kV Transmission Line Route Selection Study" is
attached. This report summarizes The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company's (CEI)
Route Selection Study for the proposed Rachel 138 kV Transmission Line. The study was
initiated in 1994 to identify potential routes for the Rachel transmission line that avoided
and minimized overall impacts to ecological and socio-economic features of the area to the
extent possible. The study was a four phased process in which data was collected and
evaluated on ecological and socio-economic qua1.ities of the area. This facilitated
identifying and ranking potential routes for the transrilission line. Initial tasks focused on
avoiding prime ecologic and socio-economic areas and identifying several potential
corridors for the transmission line. Subsequent tasks focused on minimizing overall
impacts where it was not possible to avoid all prime 'areas, and eliminating the corridors
with greater impact from further consideration. Through this process, CEI identified a
preferred and an alternate route for the transmission line. These routes were presented in
an application for a certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Need, which was
submitted to the Ohio Power Siting Board in June, 1995.

r 2a.
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.,
Tables that. provided a summary of the route specific criteria that was considered in the
route selection study have been included in the report. An analytic matrix evaluation,
utilizing a weighting methodology to rank the routes; was not used in the rQute selection
study and has not been developed for the report.. .

4906-15-08 (A) (.1) (f) - Although the applicant has aepicted the specific locations of the
permanent access roads for the proposed routes in Figure 2 of the Appendix to the
Amended Application, the applicant has not provid~d comparative information to fully

1



evaluate impacts associated with their construction and long-term use along each proposed
route. The following information shall be provided: .

• the length of each type of access. road, in feet and miles, for each proposed route that
wz11be located in the right-of-way;

• the length of each type of access road, in feet and miles, for each proposed route that
will be located outside of the right-oJ-way; and

• total lengths of access roads for each proposed route.

The lengths of the access roads for each proposed roJte is provided in the table below. A
determination of the type of access road, either aggregate or unpaved, will be made during
construction, and will be based on site-specific soil conditions.

I.,

Access Road Lengths
Road Length Road Length Outside Total Road Length
Inside ROW ROW

Alternate route 46251 feet 2363 feet 48614 feet
8.76 miles '0.45 miles 9.21 miles

Preferred route 41656 feet .6562 feet 48218 feet
7.89 miles 1.24 ri1iles 9.13 miles

2b. 4906-15-10 (E) (1) (a) - The applicant has indicated on page 10-18 of the application that
the alignments for the preferred and alternate routes, as proposed, will minimize impacts on
the construction andfunding of the proposed Lake Metroparks and Geauga Park District
bike path. The applicant has not provided detailed informdtion on the proposed recreational
facility with respect to the proposed alignments.

The applicant shall provide the following information on the proposed bike path with
respect to each proposed alignment:

• a schematic which depicts the proposed locations of the bike path and proposed
transmission line alignments; .

• construction constraints associated with the propoted bike path; and
• Federal funding constraints associated with the proposed bike path.

The Geauga Park District has proposed to construct, a bicycle path along the abandoned
B&O Railroad corridor in the vicinity of the prefeired and alternate routes. The Ohio
Department of Transportation (ODOT) has developed preliminary enginee'ring drawings,
approximately 76, of this proposed project. ODOT provided a copy of these drawings to
CEI, and CEI has provided one copy to the OPSB when this document was submitted to
the OPSB. The abandoned railroad right of way is owned by either the Geauga County
Board of County Commissioners or private individuals. Along the transmission line
routes, the bicycle path is proposed to be constructed on either the abandoned railroad
grade, or to the west or south of the abandoned:railroad right of way. A definite
construction schedule for the bicycle path has not been established.

I

The preferred route following the abandoned B&O railroad grade for approximately 4.7
miles, and the alternate route follows the abandoned B&O railroad grade for approximately
0.9 miles. In this area, the transmission line will parallel the railroad grade, with the
foundations of the single steel poles being located approximately 14 to 18 feet east or north
of the railroad grade within the abandoned railroad right-of-way. Figures 08-2A through
08-2B of the Application provide schematic cross sections of the typical arrangement of the
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proposed transmission line, the proposed bicycle path, the abandoned railroad grade and
the abandoned B&O railroad right of way. .

Based on CEl's discussions with representatives of the Geauga Park District, there are no
apparent federal funding constraints associated with the bicycle path that would be impacted
by the proposed construction aspect of the transmission line. CEl's evaluations of the
construction aspects of the transmission line and proposed bicycle path have not indicated
any construction constraints associated with the construction of the transmission line.
Although, it would be easier to construct the transmission line first, as that project would
utilize heavier construction equipment. If the bicycleIpath is constructed first, it would be
necessary to limit access to the bicycle path during some construction operations such as
erecting the steel poles or stringing the conductors to p:rovide a safe working environment.

3. 4906-15-11 (C) (2) - The applicant has not provided brief, but site-specific descriptions of
the wetlands within the 2,000-foot corridors of each proposed route.

I

The applicant's investigation of wetlands shall include all wetlands, regardless of size, and
shall include a review of maps of hydric soils, nonhydric soils with hydric inclusions,
aerial photographs, existing inventories, and field surveys. Wetlands, including previously
mapped wetlands, located in the proposed rights-oj-way shall be characterized by the
wetland determination methods specified in the U.S.!!Army Corps of Engineers' Wetland
Delineation Manual, dated January 1987, together with any additional field notes, and
information on dominant plant species, hydric soil characteristics, and hydrology.

The applicant shall provide the required information.
,

Wetlands within the study corridor are mapped along :Withother landscape polygons on the
Ecological Inventory Map. A detailed description per wetland type, for all wetlands
encountered and/or mapped is included in pages 1-21 through 1-36 of the appendix to the
Application. Wetlands were identified by two methods depending on access to private
property. Where CEI was able to obtain access t9 private properties, wetlands were
identified by trained and u.s. Army Corps of Engineers-certified wetland delineators using
the identification methodologies specified in Environmental Laboratory. 1987. "Corps of
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual." TechnicalReport Y-87-1. US Army Engineer
Waterways Experiment Station. Vicksburg. Mississippi. Where CEI was unable to obtain
access to private properties, wetlands were identified using remote sensing techniques
based on clear wetland signatures familiar to experienced aerial photointerpreters. Enough
of each type of wetland delineated by aerial photographic methods have been directly
observed and confirmed on the ground to render the probable mapping error to be very
low. Wetlands were also classified according to dominant hydrological regime, substrate,
vegetative cover type and by measured densities of 'pominant species. This is a level of
classification that far exceeds the community char~cterizations required for the typical
jurisdictional wetlands delineation. Soil Surveys and their respective maps for Geauga
County were reviewed for pre-field evaluation of both hydric and non-hydric soils. These
are discussed on pages 1-4 and 1-5, presented in tabular form on Table 2, and depicted for
the study corridor on Figure 1-2 (found in Volume 3 of the Appendix to the Application).

• .1

A complete formal wetland delineation was not conducted during this stage of the planning
process. Formal wetland delineations are typically only done later in the planning process,
when a ROW is selected and rights of entry and or ~cquisition of the lands involved has
been fully resolved. Formal wetland delineations irequire extensive field work which
includes digging holes for soil characterization, hanging boundary flags, and surveying.
The surveying effort usually requires cutting and removing existing vegetation to provide a
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clear line of sight for the survey instruments. Private property owners typically strongly
oppose these activities on their properties.

Wetland areas down to about 100 feet square (10;000 square feet or 1/4 acre) were
mapped. Smaller units exist but are unimportant at this level of planning. Moreover,
smaller units may exist but would be hardly visible at~this level of mapping (1"=500_); our
mapped smallest unit is only 1/5 inch square 1. Pdctically speaking, mapping "ALL"
wetland areas is impossible, because wetlands as small as the palm of your hand could be
theoretically identified, which could require the identification of tens of thousands of units
per acre of almost any landscape. As a result of this identification and administrative'
obstacle, a lower limit of practicality is accepted by, both wetlands scientists and by the
regulatory community. Typically, wetland units smaller than 1000 square feet (30 ft. x 30
ft.) are not considered for jurisdictional wetland delineations for the U.S. Army Corp of
Engineers Section 404 wetland applications.

Sampling was conducted in wetland units encountered during the field investigation. The
vegetation community, the soils and the hydrology were evaluated and the findings
recorded on field forms prepared for this investigation. The different categories of
wetlands encountered, including how many of each! and their total acreage found in the
study area can be found in Table 4 on page 1-49 of the Appendix to the Application. Print-
outs of the field form data are included for wetland samples and all upland samples in
Attachment I-A.

Location in Application:

See page 1-47 of the appendix to the application regarding use of the wetland identification
procedures identified in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1987 Wetland Delineation
Manual. '

Page I-52 and Table 9 (page I-53) lists the type of wetlands crossed by each right-of-way.
Wetland descriptions (dominant plants, soils) can be found in Section 3.0 (page 1-21)
"Community Classifications" of the appendix. Field data sheets are also a reference for the
wetlands that were samples.

;;

4. 4906-15-11 (C) (3) - The applicant has not provided'information on the occurrence of the
endangered Indiana bat based on the presence of suitable habitat along each of the proposed
routes. The applicant shall provide information on the occurrence of likelihood of
occurrence of the Federal and State designated endangered Indiana bat based on site-
specific field data gathered and analyzed according;:to the methodology presented in the
current Habitat Evaluation Procedure for the Indiana bat.

Based on field data presented in the Appendix to Section 4906-15-11 of the application, the
applicant has not provided a detailed assessment of potential roosting and foraging habitat
for the endangered Indiana bat within each proposed route. The applicant has provided
information on the suitability of habitat in the general project area but has not provided a
discussion on the suitability of each of the deline<l;ted habitat types within each of the
proposed rights-of-way as potential roosting and foraging habitat.

The applicant shall provide the required information.

ISoils maps generally depict about 2.5 acres (330 feet square) as the smallest resolvable unit. Such a unit is about
1/4 inch square. Hydric soil units smaller than this are invisible at this scale (l: 15,840).
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Occurrence or likelihood of occurrence of Indiana Bat

Occurrence of bat: No Indiana bats were observed. during field surveys of the project
area. Net surveys of bats in the area have not been performed. Only a small percentage of
bats in Ohio are Indiana bats, therefore, even if a bat,were to have been observed, it most
probably would not have been an Indiana bat.'

Likelihood of occurrence: The Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) is a process
which uses Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) models designed to evaluate the potential of a
site as suitable habitat for the Indiana bat. HEP is not intended to predict the occurrence of
a species. Caution must be exercised in reviewing lIEP analysis because even optimum
habitats (HSI= 1.0) may not support the assessment species. Although the habitat may
appear suitable for a specific species, other factors such as development, human
encroachment, and noise may lower the habitat suitability for the species. Therefore, the
likelihood of occurrence in and around developed or :.disturbed areas may be significantly
lower than the HSI suggests.

The Indiana bat typically roosts beneath the exfoliadng bark of dead or living hardwood
trees, and forages in upland forests and riparian ,woodlands. The deciduous forest
polygons provide the most suitable habitat. Conifer forest polygons are assumed to
provide no habitat for the bat.

The deciduous forest polygons, with HSI values ranging from 0.0 to 0.60 are obviously
more likely to harbor Indiana bats than non-forested tracts, but it does not increase the
likelihood of occurrence. It is accurate to assume that an increase in the HSI will reflect im
increase in the potential of the site to support increasing numbers of roosting female bats
with young (Part 11-28). Therefore, cover types' with higher HSI values could be
considered as more "valuable" than cover types with dower HSI values. Overall, the HSI
values range from poor (HSI = 0.37 for community types IVB6B and IVB6C) to moderate
(HSI=0.60 for community type IIICI, IIIC2, IIIC3, IIIC4) (see Part 1, Section3 of the
Appendix to the Application for a definition of community type codes). The overall
weighted HSI is 0.44 on a scale of 0 to 1.0. '

The HSI model is not specifically designed to assess the occurrence or likelihood of
occurrence of the Indiana bat. It may be appropriatejto evaluate other factors which may
affect the likelihood of occurrence of the bat that are not considered in the HSI model.
Specifically, the encroachment of human population: and disturbance (such as paved and
unpaved highways and roads) on potential bat roosting habitats (suitable roosting habitat is
the limiting life requisite in the Rachel study area). This factor affecting potential roost sites
is important since the majority of the proposed routes occur within two thousand feet of a
paved or unpaved road. Therefore, the proposed and'altemate routes' close location to the
roads will cause likelihood of occurrence to be low. :;

As discussed in Part 11-24, paragraph 2 of the Appendix to the Application, Gamer and
Green (1992) measured distances from 56 Indiana bat roosts to paved and unpaved roads
and highways. Distances from roosts to paved highways were significantly greater for all
reproductive groups than distances from roosts to nori-paved roads. Roosts of pregnant or
lactating females were greater than 2,296 feet from paved highways with two exceptions,
the closest of which was 476 feet from a paved highway. The mean distance of Indiana bat
roosts from paved highways ranged from 1,968 feet for a group of females and juveniles to
5,319 feet for a group of pregnant females (Gamer and Gardner 1992, Kurta et. aI.,
1993b). The majority of the routes are within 2000 feet from a paved or unpaved road
(which intersect or are near the proposed routes).
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Due to the proximity of the proposed and alternate routes to paved and unpaved roads
within 2,000 feet, the potential quality of habitat for roosting Indiana bats is expected to be
lower than indicated by the already low HSI of 0.44. Therefore, there are no areas of
particularly good bat habitat existing along the corridor.

Refer to the following table for suitability indices for each deciduous forest cover type
within the study area (Table l, Part 11-33).

RACHEL PREFERRED ROUTE

IVBl,IVB3
IVB6A
IVB6B, IVB6C
IIICl, IIIC2, IIIC3, II1C4

IVBl,IVB3
IVB6A
IVB6B,IVB6C
IIICl, IIIC2, IIIC3, II1C4

1::C~!!~!~lfsfMi~1
0.56
0.00
0.41
0.56

Because it is unlikely that the Indiana bat is in the area, and only a small percentage of the
potential habitat of the Indiana bat is being impacted, it is unlikely that there will be any
impacts to the Indiana bat.

Location in Application:

Part II, pages 11-24, 11-28, 11-33, Table 1.

5. 4906-15-11 (C) (4) - The applicant has not provided an estimate of potential impacts of
construction of the facility on the endangered Indiana bat, based on the detailed descriptions
of potential roosting andforaging habitat identified inNo. 4 above.

In addition, with respect to the site selection process, the applicant has not demonstrated,
with supporting documentation, that potential impacts to the endangered Indiana bat and
their roosting and foraging habitat have been avoided to the maximum extent possible in
those areas identified in NO.4 above. ;!

The applicant shall provide the required information.

Potential Impacts
,

The proposed placement of the transmission line RO\y does not lower the suitability of the
remaining habitat, it simply reduces the overall amount of potential habitat. Although this
study assumes that the initial clearing of the 60-foot ROW will remain as such, the plans
state that the original cover (e.g., forest) will be allowed to grow back within 20 feet of the
center line. Therefore, the losses predicted here are'for the worst case scenario (60 feet
ROW). The loss' of cover due to access road placement is also factored into the results.
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It is predicted that the preferred route will result in a loss of 0.5 HUs from oak-maple-
tuliptree (IVB1)/beech-sugar maple (IVB3) forest, 0.9 HUs from maple-beech basswood
forest (lVB6A), 2.54 HUs from sassafras-locust-cherry (IVB6B)/aspen (IVB6C) forest,
4.6 HUs will be lost from the mixed floodplain forest, mixed swamp, and successional
hardwood swamp (lIIC 1, IIIC3, and I1IC4). One habitat unit is equal to a unit of area (one
hectare) which has optimum value to the species of concern (HU = Area x HSI).

The alternate route is predicted to have a loss of 1.54 HUs from the oak-maple-tulip tree
(IVB l)/beech-sugar maple forest (IVB3), 0.0 HUs from maple-beech-basswood forest
(IVB6A), 1.5 HUs from sassafras-locust-cherry (IVB6B)/aspen (IVB6C) forest. 3.4 HUs
will be lost from mixed floodplain forest, mixed s~amp, and successional hardwood
swamp (IIIC1, IIIC3, and IIIC4). ;

Overall, the preferred route is predicted to result in a;: loss of 12.1 HUs, or approximately
2.6% of the potential Indiana bat habitat. Similarly, the Alternate route is predicted to
impact 9.8 HUsor approximately 2.7% of the potential Indiana bat habitat. Regardless of
which route is chosen, the overall impact to potentia1i'roosting habitat is low since the HSI
is low. The following table summarizes these impact~'.

RACHEL PREFERRED

Cover ty e
IVB1,IVB3
IVB6A
IVB6B,IVB6C
IIIC 1, IIIC2, IIIC3, IIIC4
Overall Project

RACHEL ALTERNATE

Cover t e
IVB1,IVB3
IVB6A
IVB6B, IVB6C
IIIC1, I1IC2, IIIC3, IIIC4
Overall Pro'ect

Location in Application:

Part IV-9, IV-l3.

0.39
0.0
0.36
0.60
0.42

183.8
0.0
53.3
222)1
459.:1

156.4
0.0
31.1
176;~
363:9

5.1
0.0
2.4
4.6
12.1

4.9
0.0
1.5
3.4
9.8

6. 4906:'15-11 (C) (4) - The applicant has not provided an estimate of potential impacts of
construction of the facility along the proposed align~ents on threatened, and endangered
species, including the endangered Indiana bat, based on sequencing policy which places
emphasis on avoidance of impacts.;

It is not clear to staff whether the applicant has reevaluated the proposed alignments with
respect to the sequencing policy of 1) avoidance; 2) minimization; and 3) mitigation of
potential impacts to these species based on the additional field data gathered during the
1995 field surveys. If a reevaluation has been conducted, the applicant shall demonstrate,
with supporting documentation, how potential imp~cts have been avoided for specific
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species along each proposed route. If not, the applicant shall identify how potential
impacts can be avoided for specific species along each proposed route.

i

The applicant shall provide the required information.

Areas that potentially contained threatened and endangered species, including the Indiana
bat, were identified in the Route Selection Study. 'As presented in the attached Route
Selection Study Report, these areas were avoided to the extent possible, and impacts
minimized where areas could not be entirely avoided.

To calculate the impacts on endangered animal spdcies, the habitat preferences for the
species were evaluated and the percentage of such haqitat that would be lost for each ROW
was calculated. Due to the differences in impacts between wetlands and woodlands,
aquatic species were assessed separately and were based on on-ground road impacts to
wetlands. These impacts are presented in Table 2 of Appendix IV. The impacts to each
protected or high interest animal species is presented in Tables 3 and 6, in terms of the
percent loss of each community type preferred by each species. The highest percentage of
habitat lost for either of the proposed routes was 13.6%.

Assessment of potential effects to endangered plant species, actual sightings and suitability
of habitat for endangered plants were discussed. ':Although actual impacts were not
calculated, any protected or high interest plant species found to inhabit any of the
alignments was identified in the text. The state threatened bushy aster was possibly found
in both of the ROWsl and the potentially threatehed water pennywort and the state
extirpated northern honeysuckle were identified in the preferred route. As mentioned in the
Impacts Assessment, because of the capability of the' bushy aster to aggressively colonize
disturbed habitats, significant impacts are not expected for this species, if present. In
addition, suitable habitat for the northern honeysuckle may be provided along the edges of
the ROW due to increased sunlight. However, as stated in Appendix IV, Section 3.2.1,
the potential impact to the pennywort and the northern honeysuckle (if present) cannot be
predicted until the final route design is completed. The potentially threatened species of
Canada buffaloberry and Baltic rush were observed ~ithin the preferred route corridor and
the state threatened Balsam poplar was observed in the alternate route corridor. None of
these species were observed with any of the transmission line or maintenance road ROWs.

The methodology for the Indiana bat impacts was to c:alculate the percentage of HUs lost in
each of the alternatives during construction. These percentages were identified in the text
and in Table 9. The percentage for habitat loss was'2.6% for the preferred, and 2.7% for
the alternate; therefore, impacts to the Indiana bat are ininimal.

In response to a need for reevaluating the proposed alignments based on the 1995 field
data, since minimal or no impacts are expected to b,e incurred, no alteration in the plans
were indicated. There are no known laws or reglliations on the state level requiring
mitigation sequencing. Under the Federal Endangered Species Act of 1973, a plan to
"minimize or mitigate the impacts of the takings to the maximum extent possible" is-only
required if an "incidental take" permit is requested based on the known impacts that will be
incurred by a Federally protected species. This Federal requirement does not apply to this
situation. '

Location in Application:

1 Due to a lack of floral structures, it was not possible to separate the
busy aster from the small white aster.
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Tables 2, 3, 6, and 9; also, pages IV-5 through IV-9, IV-ll through IV-B, IV-15, and IV-
16. .

7. 4906-15-11 (C) (4) - The applicant has not provided an estimate of potential impacts of
construction of the facility along the proposed routeS on streams based on the 1995field
data. The applicant has not identified the importanqe of the nature of all of the stream
resources in the project area and potential effects on the hydrologic systems.

. ~

It is not clear to staff whether the applicant has reevaluated the proposed alignments with
respect to 1) avoidance, 2) minimization; and 3) mit~gation of impacts to these resources
based on the additional field data gathered during theJ995 field surveys. If a reevaluation
has been conducted, the applicant shall demonstrate, ,with supporting documentation, how
potential impacts to streams have been avoided along each proposed route. If not, the
applicant shall identify how potential impacts to ~treams can be avoided along each
proposed route.

The applicant shall provide the required information.

The 16 subbasins within which the study area is locatyd, contain approximately 24.0 miles
of perennial stream channel, 23.9 miles of intermitt~nt stream channel and 81.1 miles of
ditch. Based on stream flow conditions, the most important hydrologic feature in the study
area is the West Branch Cuyahoga River. The average annual discharge for this perennial
stream has been estimated to be 8.0 cubic feet per second (cfs). All other perennial streams
in the 16 subbasins have average annual discharges of approximately 3.1 cfs or less.
Although the West Branch Cuyahoga River is within the proposed ROW of the preferred
route, a road crossing would not be constructed at this location because the access road
would end near the streambanks. The only streambank activity that would occur is the
removal of danger trees if present. The removal of danger trees would not be expected to
adversely impact the hydrology or water quality of the stream.

The majority of the crossings for either the preferr~d or alternate route would involve
intermittent streams and ditches. Individually, the intermittent streams and ditches of the
study area can be characterized as having minimal roles in the overall hydrologic system
because of their small, non-continuous flows an~ near absence of aquatic habitat.
Cumulatively, however, the role of these intermittent streams and ditches in the hydrologic
system could be important since the runoff that theY,convey collectively defines the flow
and water quality characteristics of the receiving stream. systems. Typically, sources of
substantial point source pollutant loadings (e.g., industrial facilities), or widespread
changes in land use/cover types that result in major alterations in runoff characteristics or
large increases in nonpoint source pollutant loa~ings (e.g., agriculture, sprawling
residential development or large-scale deforestation), are required before flow and water
quality characteristics of receiving perennial streams are affected. Significant changes in
pollutant loadings and land use would not occur as a result of the proposed project.

As summarized below, both alternatives would be expected to have minimal impacts on the
perennial and intermittent streams and ditches in the project area. This summary discussion
also addresses the measures that were taken during the analysis of the 1995 field data to
avoid, minimize and mitigate hydrologic and water qu'ality impacts.

ri

Construction Impacts
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The construction of the permanent ROW access roads would require .stream or ditch
crossings. The ROW for the preferred route intersects four perennial streams, six
intermittent streams and 31 ditches. No new perennial stream crossings would be required,
although the culverts at three perennial streams alongithe abandoned railroad ROW would
need to be extended. A fourth perennial stream would not be crossed. One new and three
extended intermittent stream crossings would be required. The two remaining intermittent
streams would not be crossed. Thirteen new and 13 extended ditch crossings would also
be required. Eight ditches would not be crosse(j as result of access road design
modifications. .

The ROW for the alternate route intersects ten perennial streams, two intermittent streams
and 37 ditches. Six new perennial stream crossings would be required. The culvert at one
perennial stream along the abandoned railroad ROW would need to be extended. The three
remaining perennial stream would not be crossed. One new crossing of an intermittent
stream would be required. The second intermittent stream would not be crossed. Twenty-
six new and two extended ditch crossings would also ibe required. Nine ditches would not
be crossed as result of access road design modifications.

1
;1

At all of the stream and ditch intersections, "danger trees" would be removed or trimmed
within the 60-foot ROW. Smaller trees, and all shrubs and herbaceous vegetation would
be left intact except at vehicular crossing locations. "The loss or trimming of these danger
tree would not be expected to result in short-term or long-term reductions in water quality
or changes in runoff volumes. Due to the narrow width of the streams and ditches (i.e.,
baseflow widths of 10 feet or less, except 20 feet for West Branch Cuyahoga River), the
remaining trimmed trees, small trees, shrubs and heroaceous vegetation would continue 10
provide riparian cover, prevent erosion and avoid potential increases in water temperature"
due to solar radiation. At the 20-foot-wide West Branch Cuyahoga River, the vegetation
community consists of a mixed shrub swamp. Danger trees, which would otherwise be
removed, are not likely to be present in this community. Potential project-related impacts
associated with danger tree removal would therefore n'at occur at this location.

At vehicular road crossings, all vegetation would be,Jremoved in a 20-foot wide area and
culverts would be installed. The culverts would be adeq~ately sized to avoid altering flow
conditions in streams or runoff conditions in ditches. I:The culverts would also be installed
at the same elevations of the existing channel bottoms to avoid draining upstream wetland
areas or creating new impoundments. During c'Onstruction of the crossings, Best
Management Practices (BMP) 1would be used to minimize erosion and sedimentation until
vegetation is reestablished (see response to comment 14 for an expanded discussion of
construction methodologies and BMPs). Until this vegetation is reestablished, short-term,
minor increases in suspended sediment concentrations could occur during storm events.
Due to BMP use and the extremely small area in wl}ich grading would actually occur at
these crossing sites, these short-term, minor increases would not be expected to adversely
impact downstream perennial streams.

1 Best Management Practices, or BMPs, are used to reduce or eliminate
the generation or delivery of nonpoint source pollutants from land use
activities to water resources. BMPs can be e.ither structural (e.g., silt
fence, sediment basins, and stormwater management ponds), or
nonstructural (e.g., sequencing of grading operations, and fertilizer
management).
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In upland areas, ROW construction would involve the selected removal of trees and
shrubs. Within 50 feet up-line and down-line of pole locations, all trees and shrubs in the
60-foot wide ROW would be removed to facilitate pole construction and safety. This
construction area represents approximately 6,000 squC:,lrefeet per pole. Most herbaceous
vegetation, however, would remain in these pole construction zones since limited grading
would need occur to construct the pole foundations. Outside these pole construction areas,
only danger trees would typically be removed. or trirpmed. Trimmed trees, small trees,
shrubs and herbaceous vegetation would be left mtact. ::'

,

Along each alignment, permanent access roads woul~ be constructed to facilitate ROW
construction, and would subsequently be used for ROW maintenance and operation. These
access roads would either be constructed immediately below the power lines, or would
originate outside the ROW from nearby public roads al)d would approach the pole locations
at approximately 90 degree angles. Under either scenario, all trees and shrubs would be
removed within 10 feet of the centerline of the access road (i.e., a 20-foot wide area). If
soil conditions are suitable for the passage of heavy equipment, the access road would not
be paved and most herbaceous vegetation within the 20-foot wide area would be left in
place. If the soil conditions are unsuitable, a 12-foot: wide area would also be cleared of
herbaceous vegetation and paved with a pervious aggregate material.

These ROW construction activities in the upland areas would be expected to result in
minimal water quality or runoff impacts. In the limited areas where grading would need to
occur, BMPs would be used to control erosion and sedimentation until vegetation is
reestablished. Until this vegetation is reestablished, ~nor increases in suspended sediment
concentrations could occur during storm events. Due ,to BMP use and the extremely small
area in which grading would actually occur, these minor increases would not be expected to
adversely impact perennial streams. ,i.

The removal of trees and shrubs would create more meadow-like conditions along the
ROW. The runoff contributed by a meadow is generaUy comparable to that of a forest with
a well-established herbaceous layer and a forest litter in good condition. If the trees or
shrubs are removed from an area where the herbaceou~ layer is not well established and the
forest litter is in poor condition, the activity has the potential to result in small increases in
runoff volume. However, any increases that may occur would be temporary since tree and
shrub removal would increase sun exposure and facilitate more dense herbaceous layer
growth. Regardless of existing forest conditions, the portion of either ROW that would be
cleared of all trees and shrubs represents far less than one percent of the total acreage of the
subbasins in which either ROW is located. Any short-term increases in runoff would
therefore be extremely limited in scope and would not be expected to adversely impact
down stream perennial streams.

The paving of access roads with aggregate would ~ot be expected to adversely impact
downstream perennial streams since the area that would be paved represents less than 0.4
percent of the total acreage of the drainage basins in ~hich the either ROW is located. In
addition, aggregate is not 100 percent impervious, which would minimize the amount of
runoff that could be generated. '1

Operation and Maintenance Impacts

Operation and maintenance activities would generall):, be limited to the trimming of danger
trees within the 60-foot wide power line ROW, and infrequent mowing (i.e., once per year
or less) of the 20-foot wide area below the power lines and the 20-foot wide ROW for
access roads. These activities would not be expected to have any long-term cumulative
impacts on the perennial streams, intermittent streams and ditches in the project area, or on
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the larger watersheds in which they are located. As summarized previously, the runoff
contributed by a meadow is generally comparable to that of a forest with a well established
herbaceous layer and a forest litter in good condition. :.Inaddition, the area affected by land
cover .changes represents less than one percent of the total acreage of the subbasins in
which either ROW is located. Therefore, long-term increases in runoff from the affected
areas would not be expected.

Avoidance, Minimization and Mitigation Measures

The 1995 field data were used to avoid, minimize artd mitigate impacts to perennial and
intermittent streams and ditches. Of the various activities that would be associated with the
proposed project, stream crossings for access road c~nstruction and grading are the two
activities with the greatest potential to adversely impact hydrologic resources. The 1995
data were used to define the characteristics of and map water resource features. These data
were used to locate access roads along the two ROWs. This effort resulted in the
avoidance of eight crossings along the preferred ROWand 13 crossings along the alternate
ROW. New perennial stream crossings were also avoided for the preferred route. In
addition, only six of the 33 new crossings for'the alternate route would involve perennial
streams. Stream crossings were avoided by accessing the 60-foot ROW from existing
public roadways rather than running the access road beneath the power lines for the entire
length of the ROW. i

Potential impacts from the proposed road crossings wpuld be minimized through the use of
appropriate engineering design and installation methods. Engineering computations would
be made to determine the proper size of the culverts to be installed and to ensure that runoff
from contributing drainage areas can be safely passed;! The culverts would also be installed
at the same elevations as the existing channel beds to ensure that the culverts neither drain
existing wetlands because of installation at lower elevations, or create new water
impoundments because of installation at higher elevati~ns.

1,

Road crossing impacts would be further minimized by removing only vegetation along a
20-foot length of channel. Riparian vegetation such ~ small trees, shrubs and herbaceous
plants along the balance of the 60-foot wide power lin~ ROW would be left intact.

Potential impacts from grading activities would be minimized by substantially limiting the
areas in which grading would occur. Grading would only occur in the immediate vicinities
of pole foundations and road crossings. Limited grading mayor may not be required for
segments of the access road that would be paved with aggregate. Grading, therefore,
would not be required for the vast majority of the::ROW. In areas that would require
grading, erosion and sedimentation would be miniJ!lized through the use of BMPs (see
response to comment 14 for an expanded discussion qfBMPs).

Location in Application:

Pages ill-I through 111-12of Appendix discuss the nature of the channels present on a sub-
area basis. Table 1 shows the specific/average nature.,of channels present in each subbasin.

8. 4906-15~ 11 (C) (4) - The applicant has not provide'Clan estimate of potential impacts of
construction of the facility' along the proposed routes on wetlands based on the 1995 field
data. The applicant has not identified the importance of the nature of all of the wetland
resources in the project area and potential effects on ~hehydrologic systems.

It is not clear to staff whether the applicant has reevaluated the proposed alignments with
respect to 1) avoidance; 2) minimization; and 3) mitigation of impacts to these resources,

i
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based on the additional field data gathered during the J 995 field surveys. If a reevaluation
has been conducted, the applicant shall provide the required information.

Avoidance of wetland resources was an important factor in the development of the
proposed routes for the transmission line. As presented in the attached Route Selection
Study, wetlands in the study area were identified frotP regional maps. Potential corridors
for the transmission line were identified that avoided these wetlands to the extent possible.
Where it was not possible to completely avoid a wetland area, the following processes were
utilized to minimize impacts to the wetland and mitigate any remaining unavoidable impacts:

Some of the wetlands crossed by the ROW will be avoided by not developing access roads
under the transmission line through the wetland. By utilizing existing roads to provide
many points of access to the transmission line right-of-way, it will not be necessary to
construct a continuous access road along the right-of-way, which provides a method to
avoid crossing some wetland areas that are located in ~heright-of-way. The preferred route
has ten existing roads which cross or are adjacent,Jito the proposed ROW. The roads
(depicted on Figure IV-2) associated with the preferred route are Brown, Woodin, Cutts,
G.A.R. Highway, Chardin-Windsor, Taylor Wells, Claridon-Troy, SR 608, Stillwell and
Mayfield roads. The alternate route has eight existingroads which cross or are adjacent to
the proposed ROW. These roads associated wit~ the alternate route are Radcliffe,
Brakeman, Rock Creek, G.A.R. Highway, Kile, and Chardon-Windsor, Stillwell and
Mayfield roads. The access road will be developed lin a number of segments within' and
adjacent to the ROW, with multiple points of entry from the existing road network to
minimize impacts on wetlands areas within the ROW. In most situations, this will allow
the access road to stop at either edge of a wetlan~ crossed by the ROW. During the
construction and maintenance activities, the field creWs will be able to drive up to the edge
of the wetland to complete their tasks and then will have to turnaround and back-track to
the existing road network to reach the next segment Of the access road which will provide
access to the other side of the wetland. .

Unfortunately constructing the access road in all w'etland areas in the ROW cannot be
avoided. In a few cases, the existing wetland is too w,ide to span by the single poles of the
transmission line, and it will be necessary to install a pole and it's foundation in the
wetland. The engineering designs of the proposed tr~nsmission line structures allow for a
potential span length of approximately 400 feet. Therefore, where possible, wetlands less
than 400 feet wide will be spanned and avoided. This will be accomplished by placing
structures in upland areas, and walking a lead rope across the wetland to the next structure
(page IV-2, paragraph 3). In areas where the wetlarrds are greater than 400 feet wide, a
structure will be placed in the wetland area to accornmodate the 400 foot span length, and
the access road will be partially developed within the wetland to reach the structure. In a
few locations, more than one wetland is located within segments of the ROW that can only
be reached from two access points from the existing road network. In these cases it will be
necessary to construct the access road across one of tne wetland areas.

Wetland mitigation is required if one or more acres of wetland area is filled or impacted.
The mitigation ratio dictates the acreage of wetland to:be replaced for every acre of wetland
filled. This ratio of replacement is dependent on the,!quality of the wetland impacted, and
will be at least a ratio of 1 to 1 for this study area. This means that one acre will be
replaced for every acre that is filled. Table 8 in Part IV of the impact assessment states that
approximately 2.5 acres of wetlands will be impacted, along the Rachel Preferred route and
1.3 acres will be impacted along the alternate route (due primarily to the development of an
access road which would require grading and filling activities). The impacted areas of
either route represents less than one-half of a percent of the regulated waters and wetlands
in the 2,000 foot corridor of either route. Considering the existing land use and ecological
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features of Geauga County, the impacts to wetlands are quite low and are reasonable for a
linear land use in the area. The estimates of the wetland impacts are probably high due to
the use of the entire 60 foot ROW which was used to estimate the wetland impact area. The
actual impacted area will not be determined until a final route is certified by the OPSB, a
jurisdictional wetland delineation is completed, and'the final engineering design of the
transmission line is completed. Further wetland minimization efforts will be achieved
during the engineering design process to reduce wetland impacts for either the alternate or
the preferred route to less than one acre. If impact to more than one acre of wetland is
unavoidable, CEI will propose appropriate wetland mitigation efforts as part of an
approved Section 404 Application to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers .. Wetland.
mitigation in Ohio is typically developed, reviewed and negotiated between the applicant,
local officials, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. In most cases, the wetland mitigation efforts take place in the same watershed
as the wetland area that is being filled. CEI will identify appropriate wetland mitigation
sites during the engineering design stage of the project~ and would propose them during the
review process of the Section 404 Application. I'

Minimization of impacts to wetlands will be evaluated on a specific case by case basis in
reference to proposed construction plans and designs (currently not available). Culverts of
an appropriate design would be strategically placedi,along the bed of the access road to
prevent impacts to the wetland hydrology. Best ma~agement practices are conservation
measures used during construction or development activities which control soil loss, reduce
water quality degradation and minimize impacts to tl'1echemical, physical and biological
characteristics of non tidal wetlands. These practices will be implemented to minimize
impacts to adjoining wetlands, and will include silt fences and straw bales to control
sedimentation. ' -

Primarily, only forested wetlands will be impacted by the vegetation removal associated
with the development of the ROW. Emergent wetland areas will not require any vegetation
removal. For segments of the alignment where access roads are not located under the
transmission line (such as wetlands), the following 'procedures will be followed during
construction. Within the 60-foot ROW, trees will be trimmed or removed which come
within 20 feet vertically of the transmission line or trees which, when falling, come within
10 feet of the transmission line. No shrubs or low trees will be removed. Therefore, the
impacts to wetland vegetation as a result of construction activities would be limited to
selective cutting of trees to meet the above requiremen~s.

Location in Application:

Figure IV-2, Page IV-2 paragraph 3, Table 8, Part IV;~page IV-3.

9. 4906-25-11 (C) (4) - The applicant has not provided an estimate of potential impacts of
construction of the facility on forest cover based on the 1995field data.

It is not clear to staff whether the applicant has reevaluated the proposed alignments with
respect to 1) avoidance; 2) minimization; and 3) mitigation of the permanent loss of
woodlands in the project area based on the additional field data gathered during the 1995
field surveys. The applicant has not demonstrated, with supporting documentation, that
previously cleared land in the project area has been incorporated into the proposed
alignments to the maximum extent possible. "

If a reevaluation has been conducted, the applicant shall describe how potential impacts to
woodlands have been avoided along each proposed route. If not, the applicant shall
identify how potential impacts to woodlands can be avoided along each proposed route.
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The applicant shall provide the required information.

The acreages of all wooded types within the study area has been listed in Tables 4,5,6, 7,
and 8' of Section I of the appendix to the Application. Areas of alteration in wooded
polygons from construction and operation for all ROWs has been listed in Table 1, part IV
of the appendix. Tables A and B (found at the!;end of this document) provide a
recapitulation of these effects on a per drainage area basis. The sequencing concepts
(avoidance, minimization, mitigation, etc,) common to wetland permitting under section
404 of the Clean Water Act, are not typically applied to forest resources in Ohio. The
random distribution and size of wooded tracts along Jany geometrically minimized linear
feature suggests that avoidance at one point does not p'revent impacts further down the line.
Continual avoidance would create an alignment so twisted that the cost of installation would
be prohibitive and the number of poles so high that the surface impacts and visual impacts
would be greatly increased. The routes presented in.,the Application for the transmission
lines have been selected based on a route selection st\ldy and avoid and minimize impacts
on forest cover to the extent possible. Mitigation of forest cover impacts on the project will
be to allow woody vegetation to be re-established after construction of the transmission
line. This vegetation would be maintained in a fairly dense condition with only removal of
trees that could come in contact with the transmission line and within all but the 20-foot
wide portion of the ROW immediately beneath the tra~smission lines.

An effort was made to keep the relative impacts to woodlands at a minimum. Of the 4,400
acre study corridors for both ROWs, 1,835 acres a.re woodland while 1,600 acres are
residential or other intensively managed lands. Therefore, any variation out of forest land,
at this locale or anywhere that the proposed transmission line will serve its intended
purpose in northeastern Ohio, will place lines and structures in residential or other managed
landscapes. The preferred alignment is predomimintly located in Beech-sugar-maple
(IVB3), and sassafras-locust-cherry (lVB6B). The sassafras-locust-cherry communities
are early successional young communities dominated,by invader and weedy species. They
are of lower quality than those of the natural forest limds which includes the beech-sugar
maple-forest. The higher quality beech-sugar-mapl,e covers a total of 326 acres in the
preferred route study corridor of which only 10.6 acres will be impacted. Due to this low
impact of beech-sugar-maple and the smaller impact 6f lbwer quality woodlands (IVB6B),
the preferred ROW represents the best choice for minimizing overall impacts to residential
areas and higher quality forests.

Location in Application:

Page 1-47, 1-48, IVA, IV-IO, IV-14
Tables 5, 6, 10, 11, Appendix I; Table I, Appendix IV

1o. 4906~15-11 (C) (4) ~The applicant has not provided em estimate of site-specific impacts on
each stream crossed by the proposed alignments during construction based on the specific
stream characteristics identified in Section 4906-15-11 (C) (2). As referenced on page 11-
33 of the application, clearing of woody vegetationwill be conducted during construction
near streams. The applicant has not provided information on the effects, including long-
term, cumulative impacts, of the clearing of upland and riparian vegetation on streams in
the watershed. '

The applicant has not identified site-specific wate~ quality impacts resulting from the
removal of upland and riparian vegetation along each 'stream, especially those in headwater
drainage basins, during construction of the facility.
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In addition, the applicant has not taken into consider~tion the nature of all of the stream
resources and provided an estimate of long-term, c.umulative impacts of construction
activities on these resources at the watershed/subbasin level for each proposed route.

The applicant shall provide the required information.
I

Please refer to the response to question no. 7 for a discussion of these issues.

Location in Application:

Page IV-2, Last paragraph
Page IV-4, Section 2.1
Page IV-9, Section 2.1.3
Page IV-10, Section 2.2
Page IV-14, Section 2.2.3
Page IV-16, Section 3.3
Table 5, Table 10, Figures IV-1 and IV-2

11. 4906-15-11 (C) (4) - The applicant has not provided dn estimate of site-specific impacts on
wetlands along the proposed alignments during construction based on the specific wetland
characteristics identified in Section 4906-15-11 (C) (2). As referenced on page 11-38 of
the application, structures will be placed in wetlands along each of the proposed routes. In
addition, the applicant has indicated that cutting of woody vegetation will be required in
wetlands. The applicant has not provided information on the site-specific effects, including
long-term, cumulative impacts, of these activities on emergent, shrub/scrub, and forested
wetlands along the proposed routes. .,

The applicant has not identified which wetlands will be affected by construction activities
such as right-of-way clearing, installation of transmission line structures, permanent access
roads, etc. The applicant has not identified site-specific water quality impacts resulting
from the clearing of woody vegetation, especially in forested wetlands, and the placement
of fill material for transmission line stru~tures and associated permanent access roads in
wetlands. In addition, the applicant has not provided an estimate of long-term, cumulative
impacts of construction activities on these wetlands at the watershed/subbasin level for each
proposed route.

The applicant shall provide the following additional information:
.,

• approximate acreage of each wetland located within each proposed right-of-way;
• approximate acreage of each wetland directly affected by right-of-way clearing; and
• indirect effects of construction activities on speCific wetlands.

!! '

..
Wetlands which will be affected by construction activities are shown on Figure IV-1:
Environmental Impacts, located in the Appendix to the application. This figure includes
pole and access road locations, and locates all wetland community types along each ROW.
The approximate acreage of each wetland community type within each ROW is included on
Table 1, Impact Assessment, Part IV of the applicatiqn. Tables A and B in this document
contain a summary of construction and maintenlince acreages for each ecological
community type,. listed by drainage subbasin. "
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Location in Application:

Page IV-1, Section 1.0 starting last paragraph.
Page IV-4, Section 2.1.1
Page IV -10, Section 2.2.1
Page IV-14, Section 3.1
Tables 1,2, and 8

12. 4906-15-11 (C) (4) - The applicant has not provided an estimate of potential impacts on
woody vegetation along the proposed alignments during construction. As referenced in
Table 11-1 of Part !Vofthe Appendix to the application, the majority of the vegetation
along -the proposed routes that will be cleared is :woodlands. The applicant has not
provided information on the site-specific effects, including long-term, cumulative impacts,
on upland and riparian woodlands along the proposed routes.

The applicant shall provide an estimate of the long-term, cumulative impacts, on the
landscape ecology, resulting from the permanent lo~s of upland and riparian woodlands
along each proposed route.

The following project activities may result in the change of some woodland community
types to other types of ecological communities. Each project activity has a construction and
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maintenance component. Tables A and B contain acreages of various community types
which may be affected by project activities.

Align~ent ROW

Construction

The ROW is divided into two areas. The first is a 20-foot wide area directly below the
transmission line (Area A) (see Figure A). The second is an area located outside the 20-
foot transmission line buffer but within the 60-foot ROW (Area B). The alignment is
divided into segments where access roads will be located under the transmission lines
within Area A, and segments where access roads will not be located under the transmission
lines (such as through wetlands). '

For segments of the alignment where access roads are located under the transmission lines,
the following procedures will be followed during copstruction. Trees and shrubs will be
removed from the 60-foot ROW for 50 feet along thei'alignment on either side of each pole
location (see Figure B). Between poles (more than 50 feet from each pole location along
the alignment) trees and shrubs will be removed from the 20-foot wide area below the
transmission line (Area A). See Tables A andB, under the "ROW Construction" headings,
for acreages of woodlands which would be cut or trimmed during construction of the
ROW.
Outside the 20-foot transmission line buffer but within the 60-foot ROW (Area B), trees
will be cut or trimmed based on the criteria defining ':danger trees." A "danger tree" is any
tree which comes within 20 feet vertically of the transmission line. Outside the 60-foot
ROW, "danger trees" are defined as any tree which, i,when falling, would come within 10
feet of the transmission line. '

For segments of the alignment where access roads are not located under the transmission
line (such as wetlands), the following procedures will be followed during construction.
Within the 60-foot ROW, trees will be trimmed or removed which come within 20 feet
vertically of the transmission line or trees which, when falling, come within 10 feet of the
transmission line. No shrubs or low trees will be ~emoved. Woody vegetation will be
hand-cut by chain saws. Vehicular traffic will be avoided when possible. Work areas
within wetlands will be stabilized where possible using timber rip-rap or wooden
equipment mats to avoid possible surficial impacts. No tracked equipment will be used for
vegetative cutting and trimming in wetlands. '

Maintenance

Maintenance of the 20-foot wide area immediately beneath the transmission line (Area A)
will involve infrequent mowing (once per year or le~s), which will maintain a herbaceous
and low shrub environment. Maintenance of the area outside the 20-foot transmission line
buffet but within the 60-foot ROW consists of selectively trimming or cutting any trees that
become "danger trees". In effect this will maintain' this area in a shrub and low w.oody
vegetation environment, with a maximum tree. height of 32 feet. A few trees outside the
60-foot ROW will be trimmed or cut if they meet the "danger tree" criteria. See Tables A
and B, under the "ROW Maintenance" headings for acreages of woodlands and other
community types which will be maintained within the ROW.

Roads

(\ Construction
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Access road construction will occur in two locations: either the roads will be located within
the ROW, typically in the 20-foot area under the transmission lines, or they will be located
outside the ROW, connecting the alignment with an existing road. This latter scenario
typically occurs where the ROW crosses wetlands, in an effort to avoid wetland impacts.
Within the ROW, access road construction will typically occur in the 20-foot area under the
transmission line that will be cleared of trees and shrubs for construction of the
transmission line. The road itself will be an average bf 12 feet wide, and will be made of
either aggregate or left unpaved. The decision to lay down aggregate or leave the road
unpaved will be ~ased on soil conditions at each loca~!on; aggregate will be placed only in
areas where soil conditions make an unpaved road unsuitable for the passage of .
maintenance equipment. The acreage of woodlands cut or trimmed for access road
construction within the ROW is not included in Tables A and B since typically the access
road will be constructed within the 20-foot area cleared for pole construction.

For access roads located outside the alignment, a 20-foot wide area will be cleared of trees
and shrubs for initial road construction. On an average of 12 feet of this area either
aggregate will be placed, or the road will be left unpaved, dependant on soil conditions.
See Tables A and B, under the "Road Construction and Maintenance" headings for
acreages of woodlands which would be cut during road construction outside the ROW.

Maintenance

Access road maintenance includes periodic mowing' (once per year or less) of the road
itself, if unpaved, and the average 4 foot areas on either side of the road. See Tables A and
B, under the "Road Construction and Maintenance" headings for acreages of maintained
access roads outside the ROW. -

Pole Installation

The poles will be constructed within a 0.14 acre area "100feet wide and within the 60-foot
ROW. Poles will be approximately 80 feet high and will have a concrete foundation 28
square feet in size. Tables A and B, under the "Pole Installation" headings, reports
ecological community type for each pole by subbasin.

Location in Application:

Page IV-4, Sec. 2.1.1, paragraph 2, Preferred
Page IV-la, Sec. 2.2.1, paragraph 2, Alternate A
Page IV-14, Sec. 3.1, Summary

,
13. 4906-15-11 (C) (5) - The applicant has not provided an estimate of potential impacts of

maintenance and operation of the facility, including long-term, cumulative impacts at the
watershed, subbasin, regional landscape level, etc., qlong the proposed alignments on the
following resources: '

• rare, threatened, and endangered species;
• streams;
• wetlands; and
• woodlands.

The applicant shall provide the required information.

The maintenance and operation of the facility is not likely to harm any of the protected or
high interest species described in Appendix IV. It may, however, help many of the species
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by maintaining the suitable mowed grass and regrowth shrub habitats. Specific impacts to
streams, wetlands and woodlands at the watershed1and subbasin level are outlined in
Tables A and B.

i:

One of the rare, threatened, or endangered specids that may be helped, is the state
endangered barn owl (Tyto alba). The barn owl can exist in a variety of habitats including
forest edges adjacent to the mowed and shrubby areas. These areas provide habitat for its
prey, such as mice, gophers, rabbits and various 1?irds. Also preferring the shrubby
woods and thickets provided by the maintenance and operation is the state endangered
Bewick's wren (Thryomanes bewickii), state endangered winter wren (Troglodytes
troglodytes), state endangered dark-eyed junco (Junco hyemalis), state endangered golden-
winged warbler (Vermivora chrysoptera) and the state potentially threatened fox grape
(Vitis labrusca). In addition, the young forests with!!clearings that will be maintained is
suitable habitat for the state endangered yellow-bellied sapsucker (Sphyrapicus varius) and
possibly the state special interest species cattle egret (Bubulcus ibis).

~1

Maintenance and operation of the facility is not expected to cause further impacts from that
caused by construction. Maintenance and operation actions are not thought to negatively
impact other species such as the hermit thrush (Catharus guttatus), Canada warbler
(Wilspnia canadensis), Indiana bat (Myotis sodali}) and the blue-spotted salamander
(Abystoma laterale). Any hay fields or previously open areas which may have been
suitable for the upland sandpiper (Bartramia long/cauda) will not be affected by the
maintenance and operation procedures. These areas are already cleared and only the
trimming of certain trees will be needed to maintain the proximity guidelines. Similarly,
habitats for the lark sparrow (Chondestes grammacus) and the loggerhead shrike (Lanil}s
ludovicianus) will not be reduced by maintenance and operation procedures. Both of these
species prefer open areas with scattered trees. The maintenance and operation of the facility
is not expected to impact the bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucephalus) for the same reasons
mentioned in Appendix IV for construction impacts.

No impacts are thought to be incurred by the Blanding's turtle (Emydoidea blandingi),
spotted turtle (Clemmys guttata), Eastern massasauga (Sistrurus c. catenatus), or the
Kirtland's snake (Clonophis kirtlandi) due to their w~tland preferences and the proposed
methodology of only removing certain trees and not 'modifying the shrubbery or the soil.
Impacts, if any, will be incurred during construction.,

The protected or high interest plant species may be impacted by construction techniques
(Appendix IV, sections 2.1.2.1, and 2.2.2.1) but a.re not thought to impacted by the
proposed maintenance and operation methods. Iy.

The small amounts of habitat maintained by the maintenance and operation procedure are
probably not large enough to attract these species but may provide an alternative to the
minimal habitats lost by the transmission line placemept. .

Please refer to the response to question no. 7 for <l discussion of potential impacts to
streams.

14. 4906-15-lJ (C) (6) - The applicant has not provided site-specific descriptions of
construction methodologies and best management :practices that will be used during
construction and operation of the facility based on sequencing policy which emphasizes
avoidance of impacts.
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. It is not clear to staff that construction and operational impacts associated with the proposed
facility have been avoided to the maximum extent possible and that remaining impacts are
minor in nature. The applicant has not demonstrated, with supporting documentation, that
potential impacts described in the application are minor in nature and will not result in long-
term, cumulative impacts at the regional, watershed, a~d subbasin level.

From a water re?ources perspective, the principal cdhcern associated with the proposed
project is erosion and sedimentation during the construction of pole foundations and access .
roads, and the installation of culverts. These activities would require the removal of
vegetation and grading of limited areas. To minimize the potential water quality impacts of
these activities, an erosion and sedimentation control plan would be prepared and submitted
for approval pursuant to Ohio Administrative Code~ Section 1501:15-1-03. This plan
would identify the potential erosion and sediment pollution problems of the project and
would describe the measures to be taken to control those problems. Although the plan
would need to be site-specific, it would comply with the standards provided in Section
1501:15-1-04, and the current edition of Water Management and Sediment Control for
Urbanizing Areas as prepared by the Natural Resourc~s Conservation Service in Ohio. As
required by site-specific conditions, the following Best Management Practices would be
utilized:

Grading activities would be sequenced to minimize the areal extent of disturbed soil at
any given time.

The BMPs intended to control erosion and sedimentation would be implemented as the
first step of grading operations and within seven days from the start of grubbil).g
operations.

Areas from which all vegetation has been removed would be stabilized within seven
days if they are not to be disturbed for more than 45 days. Permanent or temporary soil
stabilization would be applied to denuded areas within seven days after final grade is
reached on any portion of the site.

Sediment barriers such as silt fences and straw bale barriers would be placed
downslope of disturbance area to filter sediment from sheet flow runoff and protect
adjacent properties, streams and ditches.

At culvert locations, stream and ditch beds and banks would be restabilized immediately
after in-channel work is completed, interrupted 'or stopped. To the extent possible,
construction vehicles would be kept out of the channels.

Construction access roads from public roadways would be stabilized with crushed
stone to prevent soil transport onto the public roadways.

A~permanent vegetative cover would be established on all areas disturbed in association
with this work.

Although the grading activities and culvert installations for the proposed project would be
small in scope, and would thus have limited potential for water quality impacts, the use of
appropriate BMPs would be expected to further minimize potential water quality impacts.
Following construction, all graded areas would have been permanently stabilized pursuant
to the erosion and sediment control plan. Therefore, water quality impacts during the
operation and maintenance phase of the project would not be expected.

Location in Application:
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See Appendix IV

15. 4906-15-11 (D) - The applicant has not providediinformation on the occurrence or
likelihood of occurrence of the following Federal Species of Concern:

• Snuffbox mussel (Epioblasma triquetra);
• Salamander mussel (Simpsonaias ambicus);
• Butternut tree (Juglans cinerea);
• Marsh speargrass (Poa paludigens); and
• Cooper's milk vetch (Astralagus neglectus).

The applicant shall provide the required infonp.ation based on an analysis of
known/anticipated range, seasonal habitat requirements, and field data on the presence of
suitable habitat within the 2,000 foot corridors and rights-of-way for each proposed route.

The five species of Federal concern were not included in the Application because they were
not identified in the project area during the field studies, nor were they expected to occur
based on an evaluation of suitable habitat. The reasoning behind not including each Federal
species of concern identified during the preparation of the Application is summarized as
follows:

The snuffbox mussel CEpioblasma triquetra) is only found in a few high quality streams in
Ohio. This species is found in the riffles of large streams which have sandy mud and firm
cobble as a substrate. The Cuyahoga River and/or' its major tributaries may provide
suitable habitat but the occurrence of the snuffbox mussel is sporadic and rarely found in
any numbers (Ohio Department of Natural Resources, pivision of Wildlife).

The eastern sand darter CEtheostoma pellucidum) has a range that includes the study area.
Its known habitat consists of sandy runs of small to medium rivers that are two or more
feet in depth. Suitable habitat may be provided byiithe Cuyahoga River and its major
tributaries. This species is described in the text in Section 5.1.2 of Appendix IT but is listed
under Ammocrypta pellucida as listed by the Ohio'Department of Natural Resources,
Natural Heritage Inventory List dated February, 1993.,:

The eastern massasauga CSistrurus catenatus catenatus) was included in the text in Section
5.3 of Appendix IT. Although suitable habitat may exist, the study area is located on the
eastern most extent of the massasauga_s range. Historically, this species is found
throughout the lower peninsula of Michigan and along'the Michigan/Ohio border but is not
usually found in north eastern Ohio. Due to its range and the fact that the Rachel study area
only had small segmented areas of suitable habitat, it may not occur in the study area.

The salamander mussel CSimpsonaias ambigua) does 'not exceed two inches in length. Its
range includes the study area and it is found underneath large flat rocks in a variety of sizes
of streams and rivers. The mudpuppy is the parasitic,: host of the salamander mussel, and
the salamander mussel is found only in streams which contain mudpuppies. The
mudpuppy (Necturus maculosus maculosus) is a thor~ughly aquatic species and is found
throughout Ohio. The Cuyahoga River and its major tributaries may provide suitable
habitat for the mudpuppy and the salamander mussel~ It should be kept in mind that the
salamander mussel is very rare and potentially difficult to locate due to their small size and
preference to inhabiting the underside of flat rocks. Moreover, the projected modifications
to the Rachel study area includes the spanning of wetlands and streams by the power lines
and the installation of culverts over the streams to allow for the creation of access roads.
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The use of these practices should minimize any impacts to the faunal and floral
communities in the study area.

Butternut CJuglans cinera L.): This species, in the Walnut family, is listed as state
potentially threatened and is classified by the USFWSi,as F2. This tree is found from New
Brunswick west to North Dakota and south to Georgia. Butternut is found in rich soils in
swamps and along stream banks; and in uplands associated with beech-maple, oak-
hickory, and mixed hardwood stands. This species resembles the more common black
walnut (1. nigra L.), but is smaller with gray, smooth bark and hairy petioles (leaf stalks).
Butternut flowers April to May, and the fruit ripensitfrom October to November. This
species is threatened by a canker fungus and the mowing of seeds. The recovery potential
of butternut is probably poor as it has been observed that populations rapidly declined in
areas where the fungus had spread (McCance and Bums, 1984). Butternut has been
recorded near Claridon-Troy Road by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources (pers.
comm.) Butternut may occur within the study area, but its was not observed during the
1995 field investigation.

Marsh spear-grass (Poa paludigena Fern. and Wieg.): :This species, in the Grass family, is
listed as state threatened and is classified by the USF)VS as F2. Marsh spear-grass is an
occupant of bogs, swamps, and wet woods; and is often associated with sphagnum and
other mosses. It is found from central New York west to Wisconsin and south to the
mountains of Pennsylvania, Ohio, northern Indiana;! and northern Illinois. Like many
other members of the Festuceae, this grass can only be identified on the basis of technical
characteristics. Marsh spear-grass flowers from late May to early July.

The major impacts to marsh spear-grass are grazing .and loss of habitat due to drainage.
The species recovery potential is poor due to its sensitivity to altered hydrology. One
record of this species presence in Ohio was obtained in 1953 from an apparently destroyed
location in Ross County (located in southwestern Ohio) (McCance and Burns, 1984).
Based on this record of distribution, the probability 'of finding marsh spear-grass in the
study area is very low. .

Cooper s milk-vetch (Astragalus neglectus (T.and' G.) Sheld.): This herb, in the Pea
family, is listed as state endangered and is classifieq as a USFWS F2. Cooper_s milk
vetch occurs in a variety of semi-shaded to open situations. Its distribution is very local
but widely dispersed around the Great Lakes. This sp~cies was presumed extirpated in the
state of Ohio until a population was discovered at a site in Lake County (McCance and
Bums, 1984). This species resembles other members.of its genus and some species of the
genus Vicia, can only be identified on the basis of technical characteristics.

Major impacts to this species are unknown, but probably include overshadowing due to
succession of woody species. The recovery potential of Coopecs milk vetch is presumed
to be poor due to its occurrence of restricted and uns~able habitats (McCance and Bums,
1984). Cooper's milk vetch may be found in the study area on steep, eroding shale slopes.
These areas are avoided in the final plans for the preferred and alternative transmissio~ line
ROWs and maintenance road ROWs; therefore no impact will occur within the study area.

16. 4906-IlI5-Il (D) - The applicant has not provided1an estimate o/potential impacts of
construction of the facility on rare species, potentially threatened species, species of special
interest, and species of special concern based on information provided in No. 15above and
on the loss of community types identified in Tables 3:'and 6 of Part IV of the Appendix to
Section 4906-15-11 of the application. The applicant has not demonstrated, with
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supporting documentation, that these areas have b~f!n avoided to the maximum extent
possible. '

;!
It is not clear to staff whether the applicant has reevaluated the proposed alignments with
respect to the sequencing policy of 1) avoidance; 2):minimization; and 3) mitigation of
impacts to rare species based on the additional field data gathered during the 1995 surveys.
If a reevaluation has been conducted, the applicant shall describe how potential impacts
have been avoided for specific species. If not, the applicant shall identify how potential
impacts can be a~oided for specific species.'

The applicant shall provide the required information.

The response to this question is identical to the response to questions 6 and 15 and
therefore not reiterated here. Estimated potential impacts were provided in Tables 2, 3,
and6. I

Location in Application

Tables 2, 3, 6 and 9
Pages IV-5 through IV-9, IV-II through IV-13, and IV-15 through IV-16.
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TABLE A
Drainage Basin Summary of Construction and Operational Activities on Landscape Units for Proposed Rachel Powerline Project
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Wetlands, Waters & Floodplains Non-Wetlands: Uplands
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Constnaction Acres 0.29 0.06 0.04 0.19 0.25 0.17 0.29 0.66 0.11 0.57 0.34 0.19 0.02 3.17

Maintenance Acres 0.56 0.21 0.25 0.61 0.74 0.25 0.80 1.76 5.18

2 Road Clearin2 # Units 0

Constr. & Malnt. Acres 8.00

Pole Installation # Units I I 2 I 2 5 I 3 2 I 19

Culvert Installation # Units 3 1 I 5

Line ROW ClearinE # Units I I 4 1 2 2 2 5 6 I I 5 2 33

Constnaction Acres 0.11 0.25 0.47 0.11 0.18 O.oJ 0.11 1.14 0.89 0.00 0.16 0.61 0.13 4.18

Maintenance Acres 0.18 0.42 0.96 0.06 0.43 0.26 0.16 2.32 2.13 0.02 0.28 7.21

3 Road ClearinE # Units 2 2

Constr. & Malnt. Acres 0.01 0.01

Pole Installation # Units I I 3 1 I 1 5 6 I 4 24
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Line ROW ClearlnE # Units 2 1 2 2 5 2 1 2 6 I 1 1 26

Constnaction Acres 0.18 0.34 0.55 0.18 0.25 0.51 0.74 0.34 0.12 0.58 3.78
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4 Road Clearin2 # Units 0

Constr. & Malnt. Acres 0.00

Pole Installation # Units 1 I 2 I I '2 3 3 2 1 2 19

Culvert Installation # Units 1 I I 1 I I 6
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TABLE A
Drainage Basin Summary of Construction and Operational Activities on Landscape Units for Proposed Rachel Powerline Project

Preferred Alignment
Wetlands, Waters & Floodplains Non-Wetlands: Uplands
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8 Road Clearin~ # Units 0
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Pole Installation # Units 1 1 2
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.
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Drainage Basin Summary of Construction and Operational Activities on Landscape Units for Proposed Rachel Powerline Project
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Constr. & Malnt. Acres 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.65 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.11 (WO 0.00 1.19

Pole Installation # U,nits I 0 2 4 I 6 0 4 4 5 17 2 22 2 12 1 12 3 0 2 2 6 5 7 0 110

Culvert Installation # Units 0 0 4 2 0 2 0 3 I I 4 0 2 2 I 0 I I 0 I I I 0 0 0 17

ICalculation of maintenance acreages are based on the assumption that current land uses will remain unchanged in the forseeable future.
2 Road Clearing acreages are only included in this table when the road lies outside the ROW. Acreages for roads coincident

with the transmission line are included in Line ROW Clearing, since they occupy the same area.
3 Drainage subbasin 0 includes those areas within the ROW which fall outside of the designated subbasins.
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TABLED
Drainage Basin Summary of Construction and Operational Activities on Landscape Units for Proposed Rachel Powerline Project

Alternate Alignment
Wetlands, Waters & Floodplains Non-Wetlands: Uplands

Open Wetlands Woodlands Open Cultural Landscapes
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Line ROW C1earin2 # Units 2 2 I I .5 4 3 I I I 11

Constr. & MaInt. Acres 0.4.5 0.04 0.16 0.17 1.19 1.86 0.61 0.34 0.19 0.02 5.~

MaIntelllUlCe Acres 0.94 0.2.5 0.24 0.2.5 2.38 4~iH

2 Road Clearin2 # Units (

Constr. & MaInt. Acres
0-:cK

Pole Installation # Units I I I .5 6 3 2 I 20

Culvert Installation # Units 2 I 2 5

Line ROW C1earin2 # Units 2 I 3

Constr. & Malnt. Acres 0.48 0.04 0.52

Maintenance Acres 1.02 0.0.5 1.07

10 Road Clearin2 # Units (

Constr. & MaInt. Acres 0.00

Pole Installation # Units 2 2

Culvert Installation # Units I 1

Line ROW Clearin2 # Units I I 4 I I 8

Constnactlon Acres 0.04 0.02 0.74 0.09 0.02 0.91

Maintenance Acres 0.19 1.13 0.28 0.06 1.6l!

11 Road Clearin2 # Units I 1

Constr. & MaInt. Acres 0.05 0.05

Pole Installation # Units 4 4

Culvert Installation # Units 0
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TABLEB
Drainage Basin Summary of Construction and Operational Activities on Landscape Units for Proposed Rachel Powerline Project

Alternate Alignment
Wetlands, Waters & Floodplains Non-Wetlands: Uplands

Open Wetlands Woodlands Open Cuhural Landscapes
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Line ROW Clearin!! # Units 1 2 2 1 1 7

Constnlct1on Acres 0.01 0.14 0.99 0.20 0.24 1.511

Maintenance Acres 0.01 0.21 0.11

12 Road Clearin!! # Units 1 1 2

Constnlct1on Acres 0.04 0.04 O.Ofi

. Pole Installation # Units 1 4 1 1 7

Culvert Installation # Units
_ .... __ .~-", ~ -".:.:-:.c=:-~.,...::;;- r"~ ~" .0. -"1 - -'.-" ...~-._...:..~ ...._ ..!:':.:••• ._-- -""-=::-:; ,... ,.....•.. :'-=-.:>-~, " _.._..,.4

Line ROW Clearin!! # Units 2 I 1 1 2 I 2 4 1 15

Constnlct1on Acres 0.22 0.04 0.13 0.39 0.31 0.22 1.69 0.45 3.45

Maintenance Acres o.sli 0.07 0.03 0.35 0.63 0.63 0.33 2.62

13 Road Clearin!! # Units 1 1

Constnlct1on Acres 0.04 0.04

Pole Installation # Units 2 1 2 7 2 14

Culvert Installation # Units 2 1 1 1 5

Line ROW Clearin!! # Units 1 2 1 1 5

Constnlct1on Acres 0.04 0.15 0.45 0.19 0.83

Maintenance Acres 0.13 0.32 0.93 1.37

14 Road Clearin!! # Units ~

Constr. & Maint. Acres 0.0(1

Pole Installation # Units 2 1 3

Culvert Installation # Units 1 1 2
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Drainage Basin Summary of Construction and Operational Activities on Landscape Units for Proposed Rachel Powerline Project

Alternate Alignment
Wetlands, Waters & Floodplains Non-Wetlands: Uplands

Open Wetlands Woodlands Open Cultural Landscapes
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Line ROW Clearin2 # Units 1 1 2 2 2 1 4 1 14

Constnadion Acres 0.06 0.66 0.27 0.87 0.18 0.31 0.14 '1.47

Maintenance Acres 0.26 0.37 1.15 0.65 1.78 0.26 0.49 4.95

15 Road Clearin~ # Units (

Constr. & Malnt. Acres o.()(

Pole Installation # Units 3 1 3 1 2 u
Culvert Installation # Units 1 1 , 1

Line ROW Clearin2 # Units 2 1 2 3 2 1 5 1 1 3 6 2 1 1 31

Constnadion Acres 0.10 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.34 0.12 2.56 0.14 0.55 0.16 1.40 0.53 0.01 0.24 6.31

Maintenance Acres 0.19 0.22 0.46 0.48 0.70 0.18 5.00 0.21 1.13 0.43 9.()(

16 Road Clearin2 # Units I I I 2 ~
Constnadion Acres 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.03 0.23

Pole Installation # Units 2 I 10 I 2 6 2 I 1~

Culvert Installation # Units I I 2 I •
Line ROW C1earin2 # Units 2 I 2 2 7 6 4 3 4 I 3 11 1 13 I I I 4 4 71

Constnactlon Acres O.oI 0.01 0.17 0.12 0.27 0.13 0.49 0.26 1.23 0.53 1.28 1.00 0.28 4.94 0.36 0.15 0.09 0.52 0.96 11.80

Maintenance Acres 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.22 0.15 1.27 0.92 0.85 0.64 2.27 1.04 2.56 2.01 0.50 11.S(]

0 Road Clearin2 # Units I I I I 7 I 11

Constr. & Malnt. Acres 0.00 0.06 0.03 0.14 0.43 0.01 O.6E

Pole Installation # Units I I 2 I 5 2 5 5 I 23 1 1 I 2 5 SCi

Culvert Installation # Units 2 I 2 I I 11 1 1~
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TABLEB
Drainage Basin Summary of Construction and Operational Activities on Landscape Units for Proposed Rachel Powerline Project

Alternate Alignment
Wetlands, Waters & Floodplains Non-Wetlands: Uplands

Open Wetlands Woodlands Open Cultural Landscapes
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STUDY AREA TOTALS
Line ROW Clearin2 # Units 0 2 7 .I 4 9 1 10 12 16 8 17 2 7 22 2 30 5 3 1 I 8 6 1 17!

Construction Acres 0.00 0.01 0.77 0.04 0.25 0.42 0.13 0.50 0.23 3.09 1.14 6.29 0.67 2.15 1.82 0.30 11.07 1.42 0.68 0.01 0.09 1.44 1.40 0.02 33.91

Maintenance Acres 0.05 0.04 1.74 0.07 0.35 1.23 0.35 1.96 1.96 5.46 2.34 12.35 1.24 4.16 3.59 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 37.44

Road Clearin2 # Units 0 0 2 0 0 I 0 0 I 2 1 0 1 0 I 0 10 0 0 0 I I 0 0 11

Constr. & Mainl Acres 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.00 1.~

Pole Installation # Units 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 2 0 15 5 25 3 9 9 I 47 6 3 0 I 6 7 0 141

Culvert Installation # Units 0 2 4 0 3 3 I 0 0 3 2 5 0 0 0 0 15 ,0 I 0 I 0 0 0 4~

ICalculation o{ maintenance acreages are based on the assumption that current land uses will remain unchanged in the forseeable future.
2 Road Clearing acreages are only included in this table when the road lies outside the ROW. Acreages for roads coincident with the transmission line

are included in Line ROW Clearing, since they occupy the same area.
3 Drainage subbasin 0 includes those areas within the ROW which fall outside of the designated subbasins.
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FIGURE A

!)Guger Trees
:i

Within Right of W&y-cut Down',or tria
all trees whichare wi thin 20 rt. ver-
tically of conductors.

OUtside ot Right of Vay • Cut down or
trim all trees which, when tAning,
come vi thin 10 it. or conductors.

Cut down or tr:l. all tree. Which
are a hazard to the Itructure.
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0- FIGURE B
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Wl~hlnshaded area cut & clear all
trees &: brush. .

~~Ou'ts1deot ahaded area cut &: clear
~ only designated danger trees.


